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(ABSTRACT)

Graduating CS students face well-documented difficulties upon entering the workforce, with reports of a gap between what they learn and what is expected of them in industry. Project management, software testing, and debugging have been repeatedly listed as common “knowledge deficiencies” among newly hired CS graduates. Similar difficulties manifest themselves on a smaller scale in upper-level CS courses, like the Data Structures & Algorithms course at Virginia Tech: students are required to develop large and complex projects over a three to four week lifecycle, and it is common to see close to a quarter of the students drop or fail the course, largely due to the difficult and time-consuming nature of the projects. My research is driven by the hypothesis that regular feedback about the software development process, delivered during development, will help ameliorate these difficulties. Assessment of software currently tends to focus on qualities like correctness, code coverage from test suites, and code style. Little attention or tooling has been developed for the assessment of the software development process. I use empirical software engineering methods like IDE-log analysis, software repository mining, and semi-structured interviews with students to identify effective and ineffective software practices to formulate. Using the results of these analyses, I have worked on assessing students’ development in terms of time management, test writing, test quality, and other “self-checking” behaviours like running the program locally or submitting to an oracle of instructor-written test cases. The goal is to use this information to formulate formative feedback about the software development process. In addition to educators, this research is relevant to software engineering researchers and practitioners, since the results from these experiments are based on the work of upper-level students who grapple with issues of design and work-flow that are not far removed from those faced by professionals in industry.
Measuring the Software Development Process to Enable Formative Feedback

Ayaan M. Kazerouni

(GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT)

Graduating CS students face well-documented difficulties upon entering the workforce, with reports of a gap between what they learn and what is expected of them as professional software developers. Project management, software testing, and debugging have been repeatedly listed as common “knowledge deficiencies” among newly hired CS graduates. Similar difficulties manifest themselves on a smaller scale in upper-level CS courses, like the Data Structures & Algorithms course at Virginia Tech: students are required to develop large and complex software projects over a three to four week lifecycle, and it is common to see close to a quarter of the students drop or fail the course, largely due to the difficult and time-consuming nature of the projects. The development of these projects necessitates adherence to disciplined software process, i.e., incremental development, testing, and debugging of small pieces of functionality. My research is driven by the hypothesis that regular feedback about the software development process, delivered during development, will help ameliorate these difficulties. However, in educational contexts, assessment of software currently tends to focus on properties of the final product like correctness, quality of automated software tests, and adherence to code style requirements. Little attention or tooling has been developed for the assessment of the software development process. In this dissertation, I quantitatively characterise students’ software development habits, using data from numerous sources: usage logs from students’ software development environments, detailed sequences of snapshots showing the project’s evolution over time, and interviews with the students themselves. I analyse the relationships between students’ development behaviours and their project outcomes, and use the results of these analyses to determine the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of students’ software development processes. I have worked on assessing students’ development in terms of time management, test writing, test quality, and other “self-checking” behaviours like running their programs locally or submitting them to an online system that uses instructor-written tests to generate a correctness score. The goal is to use this information to assess the quality of one’s software development process in a way that is formative instead of summative, i.e., it can be done while students work toward project completion as opposed to after they are finished. For example, if we can identify procrastinating students early in the project timeline, we could intervene as needed and possibly help them to avoid the consequences of bad project management (e.g., unfinished or late project submissions). In addition to educators, this research is relevant to software engineering researchers and practitioners, since the results from these experiments are based on the work of upper-level students who grapple with issues of design and work-flow that are not far removed from those faced by professionals in industry.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Graduating CS students face numerous difficulties in their first software development jobs, with reports of gaps between what they learn and what is expected of them in industry [16, 17, 141, 142]. In addition to difficulties with the human aspects of professional software engineering—e.g., effective written and oral communication, collaboration and multidisciplinary teamwork, and knowing when to seek help [16, 28]—reports indicate that students struggle with elements of the personal software development process, such as project management, software testing, and debugging [141, 142]. These knowledge deficiencies are not a recent phenomenon: based on the results of a 1998 survey of practitioners, Lethbridge examined the differences between knowledge after education and current knowledge [110]. A positive difference indicates on-the-job learning, and a large difference might suggest a need for formal education to improve its coverage of that topic. Analysis indicated that on-the-job learning was commonly reported for project management, software testing, and debugging.

Perhaps an early manifestation of these difficulties is the challenges faced by intermediate Computer Science students while trying to complete large and complex programming projects. Every CS student eventually reaches a point in their coursework where they must begin using good program development practices if they are going to successfully complete these assignments. When this happens may depend on the individual’s ability or prior experience. Some may face these difficulties in a typical undergraduate CS1 or CS2 course. Others successfully pass CS1 and CS2 without developing the necessary software development skills, but reach the limits of undisciplined development practices when they are faced with large and complex software projects like those found in mid-to-upper level CS courses. For example, the Data Structures & Algorithms course at Virginia Tech involves the development of major software projects over a three to four week lifecycle. Relative to projects encountered in previous courses, these projects involve far more complicated design choices, and far greater need for a rigorous testing and development process. As a possible consequence, it is common to see large numbers of unsuccessful attempts at the course: in Fall 2016, 22% of enrolled students ended up withdrawing from or failing the course. For Fall 2018, that number is 28%. Typical prerequisite coursework does not prepare students to develop software of this scale or complexity. In other words, they are expected to learn these skills on the job, as it were, as part of this course.

This work is driven by the hypothesis that a stronger pedagogical focus on the software development process will help ameliorate the challenges faced during and after undergraduate
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CS education. Learning any skill requires practice, and to maximise learning gains and skill acquisition, this practice must be accompanied by formative feedback [23]. Effective feedback about the software development process could improve students’ self-awareness about their development habits, promoting meta-cognition and self-regulation, both of which have been linked to numerous benefits such as increased productivity and improved project outcomes [68, 114]. Changing student behaviour relating to software development practices will require changing the way this material is taught, practised, and assessed. However, without a mechanism to capture the necessary details about a developer’s personal development process (as opposed to outcomes of the final product), such feedback is impossible.

I propose the following thesis:

*Measurable differences in students’ software development habits can explain differences in their project outcomes.*

The focus of this dissertation is therefore to capture, characterise, and determine the effectiveness of the software development processes undertaken by students, with the goal of providing them with feedback about their process during development. I use data from numerous sources to arrive at quantitative characterisations of students’ software development habits, focusing on two specific aspects: time management and software testing. Both have commonly been cited as deficiencies displayed by newly graduated software professionals [110] as well as introductory and experienced undergraduate students [71]. Data sources include click-stream data from students’ integrated development environments (IDE), qualitative data from interviews with students, and information about outcomes like correctness and code quality from an automated assessment tool (AAT). With these data in hand, I determine the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of development habits by empirically investigating their relationships with eventual project outcomes like correctness, test suite quality, total time taken, and on-time/late submission status.

Procrastination is a pervasive problem in undergraduate education, and we believe it is a contributing factor to the difficulties faced by intermediate-to-advanced software developers. I developed metrics to understand when students tend to work on software projects, and I used these metrics to investigate the degree to which they procrastinated while completing these tasks. Software testing, an important aspect of software development, has long been denied the attention it is due in the typical undergraduate CS curriculum. To effectively teach this skill, we need to identify and encourage effective software testing and test quality. I developed methods to measure students’ engagement with software testing during their project lifecycles at varied levels of granularity, and measured their relationships with project correctness and test suite quality.

Using the metrics described above, we can conduct observational studies to learn the current software development behaviour of students. Empirical studies help us determine how these habits relate with outcomes like project correctness, test suite quality, time taken to complete projects, and the likelihood of late submissions. In this dissertation, I describe observational
and empirical studies, whose results allow us to understand the specific characteristics of student software development habits we ought to be encouraging or discouraging. In the future, the metrics I describe in this dissertation will help us to measure the impact we might have on student software development habits through improved pedagogy, interventions, or feedback mechanisms.

In addition to measuring students’ time management and software testing processes, I worked on improving the assessment of software tests using mutation analysis, a more robust measurement of test adequacy. I did this by addressing its primary limitation—its computational cost—in the common educational context of using AATs to provide feedback to students about their software tests. This work enables the deployment of improved feedback about software test suites, enabling students to reason more robustly about deficiencies in their testing and to produce more reliable project implementations.

The studies described above enable us to automatically identify effective or ineffective elements of students software development. With this information in hand, we are set up to design and deploy interventions that can provide developers with formative feedback about their development habits, i.e., as they work on software projects.

My research methods and findings are relevant to software engineering researchers, practitioners, and managers. My dataset comprises IDE click-streams and program snapshots for hundreds of implementations of relatively large and complex software projects, along with “ground truth” outcome data about correctness, style, test coverage, and time-to-completion. The size and scale of this corpus has allowed for the design of robust experiments, controlling for differences between students and programming tasks (projects). Experiments are based on the work of students who are only two or three semesters removed from professionals entering the workforce, who deal with design and work-flow issues that are comparable to what professionals face in the industry.

This dissertation follows the outline below:

- **Chapter 2**: I situate my work in its broader context, reviewing and connecting literature related to self-regulation, procrastination, software development, and testing.
- **Chapter 3**: I give an overview of infrastructure that was deployed at Virginia Tech to collect the data necessary for experiments.
- **Chapters 4 and 5**: I describe metrics we developed to measure students’ time management and software testing practices, and experiments we conducted to learn to their relationships with project outcomes.
- **Chapter 6**: I explore various test adequacy criteria, investigate the feasibility of using mutation analysis to give students automated feedback about their software tests, and propose new mutation approaches that are more feasible for the autograding context.
- **Chapter 7**: I conclude with a summary of our findings and explore avenues for future work that are revealed by the work presented herein.

**Statement of attribution.** Following the “manuscript” dissertation format, the chapters
that follow draw material from published or in-preparation manuscripts on which I am the main contributor and author. I have reorganised some content to form a coherent document.

The papers are:

- DevEventTracker: Tracking Development Events to Assess Incremental Development and Procrastination [98]
- Quantifying Incremental Development Practices and Their Relationship to Procrastination [99]
- Assessing Incremental Testing Practices and Their Impact on Project Outcomes [100]
- Scaling Automated Feedback for Students’ Software Tests Using Selective Mutation Analysis (in preparation)
Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this section, I review some related work in self-regulation, software testing, and data mining efforts as they pertain to the practice and assessment of software development. I start in §2.1 with a review of literature relating to self-regulation and its connections with disciplined personal software process. In addition, I briefly summarise Piers Steel’s meta-analysis on the nature of procrastination [161], focusing on its causes, correlates, and suggested intervention types. In §2.2 I give a brief overview of literature on tools for educational data mining, focusing on systems developed to track the programming process and metrics that researchers have developed from the collected data. Next, I explore issues relating to the pedagogy of software testing (§2.3), including empirical studies on effective and ineffective software testing practices (§2.3.1), methods to evaluate the quality of software tests (§2.3.2), and efforts to include software testing in the undergraduate CS curriculum (§2.3.3). Finally, I briefly touch upon the reported gaps between what students learn in university and what is expected of them in industry (§2.4).

2.1 Self-Regulation in Software Development

Robillard posits that the development of software involves the use of topic knowledge, e.g., the meanings of words or concepts [145]. It also involves episodic knowledge—knowledge based on experience and practice, typically applied once the topic knowledge has been acquired. Software development methodology can then be viewed as application of episodic knowledge, after gaining the required topic knowledge (e.g., the syntax of a programming language). It follows that practice is important for developing good episodic knowledge of effective software development process. For practice to be constructive, it needs to be accompanied by feedback [24] that can be reflected upon and reacted to.

A self-regulating learner is able to observe, critique, and adjust their own practice. Social cognitive theorists have codified this cycle of self-observation, self-judgement, and self-reaction as sub-processes involved in self-regulation [177]. A student’s ability to self-regulate is highly predictive of their academic performance [65]. To be self-regulated, a student’s learning must “involve the use of specified strategies to achieve academic goals on the basis of self-efficacy.

1These knowledge categories are dependent on the learner, e.g., a for loop is episodic knowledge to a novice programmer who has just learned about variables (topic knowledge).
perceptions” [177]. The development of self-regulatory skills is important for novices to achieve expertise within a specified domain, and programming and software development are no exception [70, 113, 114].

**Self-regulatory failures in software development.** Unfortunately, novice programmers (typically, those in first-year CS classes) lack meta-cognitive awareness. That is, they are unable to think about their problem-solving process [140], and are therefore unable to “plan, set goals, organise, self-monitor, and evaluate” [177]. Novices in any discipline tend to lack this ability, often because they hold a limited store of discipline-specific episodic knowledge [145] that they can draw from. As a result, considerable effort has been devoted to scaffolding meta-cognition and self-regulation for novices as they work on programming problems [113, 114, 139, 140, 170]. Falkner et al. found that training software engineering students to follow specified strategies improved their task performance [70]. Loksa et al. found that providing students with explicit strategies to solve programming problems improved their productivity, self-efficacy, and performance [114]. Prather et al. [139] and Wrenn et al. [170] found that scaffolding to ensure that students had correctly interpreted problem prompts improved their ability to produce correct solutions, and to produce a more thorough set of test cases.

Developing self-regulatory skills is difficult for novices in any discipline. Novice software engineers (as opposed to novice programmers), when they first encounter larger and more complex software development tasks, are faced with self-regulatory challenges that manifest in different ways. For example, they engage in “opportunistic and arbitrary design and implementation” [69], or procrastination [120]. Falkner states that while expert student developers are more likely than novices to use discipline-specific self-regulatory strategies while developing software, they are still only 50% likely to engage in software testing, and they nearly universally reported problems with time management [71].

One might look at software testing as a type of self-regulation in software development. Composing and writing tests offers the developer the opportunity to reflect on the functionality they are about to implement or have just implemented, allowing them to come up with explicit task-specific strategies that they can follow. Indeed, test-oriented development methodologies like test-driven development (TDD) or incremental test last development (ITL) prescribe sub-processes that align with the stated sub-processes involved in self-regulation [177]: a cycle of writing a little solution code and little test code (*self-observation*), running the test (*self-judgement*), and fixing or refactoring the code (*self-feedback*). Edwards argues that software testing will encourage students to reflect on their development, help improve their analytical skills, and lead them away from trial-and-error methods of software development [59].

**Procrastination.** Procrastination is a pervasive and well-studied phenomenon that Steel called the “quintessential self-regulatory failure” [161]. In his meta-analysis of the nature of procrastination, he defines procrastination by stating that “to procrastinate is to voluntarily delay an intended course of action despite expecting to be worse off for the delay”.

Researchers have investigated various causes and correlates for procrastination, summarised in full in Steel’s study.

Sufficient evidence exists to suggest that a person’s proclivity to procrastinate may be driven, to an extent, by personality traits. In particular, individuals’ procrastination tendencies are considerably stable across long periods of time as well as in different situations [8]. In terms of individual differences, low self-efficacy and self-esteem have been identified as common causes for procrastination [10], a relationship confirmed by meta-analysis of the literature [161]. If an individual does not feel prepared or able to complete a task, they are more likely to delay starting it or avoid continuing work on it. Additionally, impulsiveness and distractibility were identified as personality traits that contribute to procrastination.

Task characteristics have also been determined to be a cause of procrastination. In particular, tasks whose outcomes are farther in the future are more likely to invite procrastination than tasks with more immediate value [2]. Additionally, the more averse one is to a task, the more likely one is to avoid it (i.e., to procrastinate) [124]. Tasks that offer more frequent choices or opportunities for decision-making are also more likely to invite procrastination [156].

From the lens of task-related procrastination, we can look at the failure to practise software testing as a manifestation of procrastination on the perceived low-value task of software testing. After all, novice developers are often unable to see the benefits of testing [11, 35, 158]. The frequent use of AATs in undergraduate CS education [136] complicates the situation further: the incentive for students to test their own work is largely removed by the availability of an oracle of instructor-written test cases (e.g., in a system like Web-CAT [60], ASSYST [88], or others.). This leads to software testing losing its perceived value, which could (in theory [8]) lead to students procrastinating on testing.

**Interventions to encourage self-regulation.** Steel suggests flavours of interventions that might reduce procrastination by specifically targeting a given cause or correlate. For example, he describes *expectancy-related* interventions as those that increase the procrastinator’s expectancy of success. Bandura has argued that one’s efficacy expectancy is susceptible to persuasive measures [10] like visual or verbal feedback. Indeed, this was borne out in Buffardi’s study of influences on undergraduate students’ software testing habits [35]. Of the feedback students received, they indicated that the red–green bars showing the thoroughness of their testing were the most important and effective at swaying their testing practices.

Steel also describes *value-related* interventions that could be used to reduce procrastination when an individual believes that a task has low value, either because they are averse to the task or because the task’s outcomes are not immediately apparent. In this situation, one might reduce the time until the individual sees value from completing the task, e.g., by setting sub-goals and rewarding their completion. The Data Structures & Algorithms course at Virginia Tech has used this strategy to reduce procrastination in its month-long software development assignments, with some success. Starting in the Fall semester of 2016, projects included three *milestones*—increments of functionality that had to be completed by specified deadlines. Failure to complete milestones by their specified due dates resulted in penalties...
applied to the project grade. Additionally, the project increments represented an explicit strategy that students could use to complete project requirements. Since many students were encountering projects of this size for the first time, this may have helped reduce instances of procrastination stemming from students not knowing where to start \cite{156}. It also may have increased students’ sense of self-efficacy regarding the completion of smaller milestones (as opposed to the entire project) \cite{10}. Similarly, procrastination interventions could be deployed to address students’ disinclination to write and run their own software tests.

CS educators have deployed other interventions to address procrastination \cite{86, 120}, the lack of software testing \cite{58, 158}, and students’ meta-cognitive difficulties \cite{114, 140}. Subsequent challenges have led researchers to recognise the need for more granular interventions, leading to the development of numerous data mining tools to better observe students’ development processes \cite{84}. This dissertation in particular is concerned with using data from such systems to model aspects of students’ software development habits—particularly their time management and testing practices. Once a student’s development process can be characterised at a low level of granularity, the next step is to devise effective, theoretically grounded feedback mechanisms that can act at the right time for the right student.

\section{Programming Process Tracking Systems}

In their ITiCSE working group report on educational data mining and learning analytics in programming, Ihantola et al. describe a spectrum of granularity at which programming data can be collected, defined roughly in terms of the size or frequency of data points \cite{84}:

- Key strokes—smallest/most frequent
- Line-level edits
- File saves
- Compilations
- Executions
- Submissions—largest/least frequent

AATs typically collect data at the lowest level of granularity, i.e., submissions. Web-CAT \cite{60} is an AAT that allows students to make multiple submissions to an assignment and receive immediate feedback. This feedback can be about correctness, code style, or code coverage by student-written tests. Web-CAT interacts with a custom Eclipse plugin that allows students to make submissions and download starter projects directly from within the IDE. This model of multiple submissions affords the ability to gather information about the student’s development process, such as when a student started submitting it to get feedback and when they finished. It also provides an opportunity for analysis of the differences between submissions, giving a rough idea of a project’s development trajectory. What it does not do is provide enough insight to answer questions such as \textit{are students practising incremental development?} The frequency with which students make submissions can vary considerably. For example,
in Fall 2016, students made an average of 54 submissions per assignment (\(\sigma = 39\)), with an average of 9 hours (\(\sigma = 17\)) passing between submissions. Using submission-level data for assessments of development process would require reliance on a data stream of relative sparseness, depending in large part on a given student’s propensity to make frequent submissions. To obtain an accurate assessment, we need smaller and more frequent data points collected during development, rather than at submission time.

Numerous systems have been developed to collect programming process data at various levels of granularity. Vihavainen et al. developed the Test My Code (TMC) plugin for the NetBeans programming environment in order to capture how students go about developing software [165]. It records events whenever the student saves, runs, or tests code using instructor-provided tests. Hosseini et al. used TMC to explore the common problem-solving paths undertaken by novice Java programmers at the University of Helsinki [82]. Hackystat [94] is an open-source project from the University of Hawaii that provides product and process measurements in software engineering situations in education and industry. Marmoset [159] is an automated grading system developed at the University of Maryland. It uses an Eclipse plugin to collect student code and store it in a Concurrent Versioning System (CVS) repository each time a file is saved. Spacco et al. have used Marmoset to analyse students’ software testing habits in an effort to better understand the challenges associated with teaching test-driven development [158]. Blackbox is an ongoing data-collection project [31] that collects data about Java compilations by worldwide users of the BlueJ IDE—a programming environment designed for novice programmers. Blackbox remains one of the largest corpuses of programming snapshot data available to computing education researchers today. It has been used in numerous studies [29], including to study novice compilation activity [3], the effects, occurrences, and affordances of compiler errors and error messages [30, 123, 144], and code quality issues in student-written programs [101].

The computing education and educational data mining communities have frequently used data from these systems to develop quantitative metrics for various aspects of programming. Most of these systems and their data are used to measure novice propensity for syntactic or semantic errors and their proficiency at recovering from them. Jadud used the compilation behaviours of users of BlueJ to gain a “rough sketch” of novice programming behaviour in the classroom, describing the errors they commonly run into, the time they typically spend programming before re-compiling, and the ways in which they respond to error messages from the IDE [89]. He also developed the Error Quotient, which examines consecutive pairs of compilation events and assigns a score to each pair [90]. The score increases if both compilations include an error, and again if those errors are of the same type. Watson et al. built on the Error Quotient with the Watwin Score, which evaluates a student based on their ability to resolve a specific type of error, compared to the time taken by their peers. It does this by taking into account the time taken to resolve errors, error locations, and the complete error message [167]. Evaluation showed it to be a good predictor of performance, and an improvement over Jadud’s Error Quotient. To further improve on the Error Quotient, Becker developed the Repeated Error Density metric as a less context-dependent
alternative, particularly for shorter programming sessions where the Error Quotient might be less accurate [15].

A significant portion of previous work attempts to model the programming process—based on compilation (syntactic) errors, semantic errors, or both—for novice programmers. The Normalized Programming State Model (NPSM), developed by Carter et al., models the programming process in much finer detail than the work described above, and has been used to model the programming process of CS2-level students [39]. The NPSM forms a holistic representation of the programming process, using sequences of state transitions and time spent in certain states (editing, test editing, debugging, etc.). It has been used to develop predictive models for various outcomes like assignment performance and overall course performance, that were shown to be improvements over previous measures like the Error Quotient or the Watwin score. Carter et al. also used the NPSM to determine patterns of developer activity in the four days leading up to an assignment deadline [41], finding differences in editing and debugging behaviours between A-, B-, and C-level students. Blending NPSM with models of students’ interactions with an online social learning environment revealed that the combination provided higher predictive power than either of its parts [40]. A broader literature review on tools and techniques for educational data mining and learning analytics in programming may be found in [84].

Targeting professional and open-source software developers, Beller et al. developed Watch-Dog, a family of IDE plugins that collect fine-grained programming snapshots in order to capture and characterise software testing habits [20]. Research regarding measurements of software testing practices, software test quality, and the pedagogy of software testing are presented in §2.3.

2.3 Software Testing

I use Andreas Zeller’s definition of testing [174]: *Testing is the process of executing a program with the intent of producing some problem.*

In other words, testing attempts to uncover an as-yet-unknown problem. This is in contrast to debugging, where the goal is to uncover a known problem, or “testing for debugging” where software tests are used as a method of debugging, e.g., to reproduce and localise a reported bug.

Software testing is an important aspect of software development, and one that is widely recognised to contribute to software quality [95, 126]. Unfortunately, students in many US universities display a disinclination to practice regular software testing as they work toward project completion [35], and they often show poor testing ability both in the classroom [60, 158] and in their first jobs in industry [42, 142]. Still, testing is not a formal part of the typical CS undergraduate curriculum [95, 154] due in part to the numerous challenges that hinder the pedagogy of software testing. These include a lack of focus on process (Chapter 1),
a lack of consensus in the software engineering community on what that process should look like (§2.3.1), and widespread use of weak test adequacy criteria to drive assessments (§2.3.2). We cannot give students effective feedback without validated assessments of their software testing process and the thoroughness of their software tests. In this section, I review the literature related to different test-oriented development methodologies (§2.3.1), various methods of evaluating the quality of software tests (§2.3.2), and efforts and challenges related to integrating software testing into CS and software engineering education (§2.3.3).

2.3.1 Empirical Studies on Software Testing Practices

Test-driven development (TDD) [9, 14] is an agile software development technique popularised in the early 2000s, with a key focus on the writing and running of automated unit tests. As TDD grew in popularity with practitioners, it garnered interest from academia as well, inviting empirical studies into its effectiveness (e.g., [21, 66, 75, 122]). Studies investigating the effectiveness of TDD tend to focus on its “key aspect”, test-first development [66, 75]. Test-first development involves writing a failing test case before writing the relevant solution code to make it pass [14]. This is in contrast to the traditional incremental test-last (ITL) style of development, which involves writing a small amount of solution code and then testing it [67]. This dichotomy between TDD and ITL is prevalent in both industry and academia [7, 75, 81, 106].

The software engineering research community has long disagreed about the effectiveness of TDD, particularly in comparison to ITL methods of development. Over the years, there have been numerous case studies [21, 118, 122, 168] and experiments [66, 75, 76, 83] observing the effectiveness of TDD. Numerous meta-analyses and literature reviews discuss the fact that these studies tend to produce conflicting results [57, 76, 83, 106, 143]. There are a number of possible reasons for this. Hammond describes TDD as not having a clear definition in practice [81], and Aniche et al. report evidence of misconceptions about and non-conformance to TDD in practice [7]. Kollanus [106] describes the interesting trend that controlled experiments—particularly those in an academic setting—tend to find that TDD has no effect on product quality, while industrial case studies tend to find that practising TDD improves software quality. Differing study contexts could be another contributing factor to these conflicting results. Case studies tend to focus on a single implementation of a large project that is difficult to compare to other projects, since implementations are rarely replicated. Findings based on such small sample sizes may not be widely generalizable. On the other hand, experiments involve many implementations of the same programming task, using multiple prescribed development methods in a heavily controlled setting. However, process conformance in an experimental setting is difficult to enforce ([66, 118, 157]), and artificially controlling the environment in which software is developed could introduce threats to validity.

Case studies [21, 47, 81, 122] have found TDD to be an effective method of software de-
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devlopment, demonstrating significant defect-reduction in final products. In an industrial case study at IBM, TDD was found to reduce the defect rate by about 50% as compared to a “similar” system built using a different testing approach [122]. Bhat et al. [21] found similar results in two case studies at Microsoft, though they also found that TDD decreased productivity (measured by speed of development). Of course, there is an exception to this trend [118], i.e., a case study that showed no difference in quality after implementing TDD.

On the other hand, several controlled experiments found TDD to be less effective than traditional test-last approaches at reducing defects. Erdogmus et al. [66] designed a controlled experiment in an academic setting to evaluate the effectiveness of the Test-First approach. They found that subjects practising Test-First development showed increased productivity, but no significant difference in average quality of the code produced. Fucci et al. [75] conducted an experiment with professional programmers to determine how external quality and developer productivity are impacted by certain process characteristics. They found that consistently shorter programming cycles were correlated with higher product quality. Notably, the order in which test code and solution-code were written was irrelevant to product quality and developer productivity. Multiple rigorous replication studies also did not show any significant effect of TDD on external quality [74, 76, 146] compared with ITL. For example, in 2020 Santos et al. ran a replication of a 2005 study by Erdogmus et al. ([66]) in which they accounted for various threats to validity from previous studies evaluating TDD (e.g., they had participants solve four different tasks instead of one, and had them apply both TDD and ITL) [146]. Results suggested that the interaction between development approach (TDD or ITL) and the specific programming task had a significant effect on external quality, with the development approach showing no effects by itself. External quality was positively related to TDD and ITL on two each out of four tasks.

Other empirical studies have simply characterised how much and when developers tend to write software tests (as opposed to determining how effective these practices are). Beller et al. instrumented IDEs to collect fine-grained event data, and used the data to answer some useful questions about how software developers go about writing software tests. Their findings suggest that most professional and student developers do not practice testing actively, they spend less time testing than they think they do, and that solution code and test code do not co-evolve gracefully [18, 19]. Levin et al. [111] conducted repository mining and found that solution code fixes are often unaccompanied by complementary test code maintenance. Lubsen [115] and Marsavina [119] have conducted case studies to quantitatively and qualitatively characterise the co-evolution of test and solution code using association rule mining techniques. Others have leveraged software visualisation in order to characterise the evolution of software tests in a project [46, 150, 173]. Zaidman et al. attempt to understand how test code and solution code co-evolve by mining software repositories and creating visualisations of version history [173]. In a series of case studies, they characterised different approaches to testing: 1) periodic phases of heavy testing, 2) periods of synchrony between test code and solution code, and 3) consistent co-evolution of test code and solution code.
2.3.2 Evaluating Software Test Quality

In addition to the process used to develop a test suite, it is also important to assess its quality. By quality one typically means the test suite’s defect-detection capability, i.e., its adequacy. Defined by Goodenough & Gerhart in 1975, a test adequacy criterion is a predicate that defines “what properties of a program must be exercised to constitute a ‘thorough’ test, i.e., one whose successful execution implies no errors in a tested program” [79]. For example, a test is considered “adequate” by the statement coverage adequacy criterion when all statements in the program are exercised by the test [126]. Zhu et al. provide a thorough treatment of available test adequacy criteria and comparisons between them [176].

Test adequacy criteria help guide software testers in three ways:

- to know which elements of the program to execute (e.g., statements, conditions);
- to know when to terminate testing (e.g., when all statements are executed by tests);
- to quantify test suite thoroughness (e.g., what percentage of statements were executed?)

Numerous test adequacy criteria have been proposed for use in education [1, 58, 78], but they have been limited in terms of their effectiveness [61, 85], their ability to provide incremental feedback [63, 78], or their running time cost [1, 61]. They are briefly described below, with a more thorough treatment in §6.1.1.

**Code coverage** is a test adequacy criterion that measures the proportion of solution code that was executed at least once by a test suite [126]. This is measured based on different kinds of program constructs (e.g., conditions, statements, methods), with some methods being stronger than others.

An advantage of code coverage criteria is that they are easy to reason about and fast to compute. This is particularly true for its simpler formulations, like statement or decision coverage. However, code coverage measures tend to be generally weaker than other available test adequacy criteria. This can be attributed to the fact that they are only sensitive to the execution of testable code constructs, but not to the surfacing of output or program state from those constructs to test outcomes. As a result, code coverage is not correlated with the test suite’s actual defect-detection capability [85] and is easily game-able by students [1], with classrooms-full of students routinely achieving code coverage near the 100% mark, regardless of the adequacy of their test suites [151].

**All-pairs execution** [78] involves running all students’ tests against all other students’ code and vice-versa. Students’ tests are evaluated on their ability to detect known defects in other student’s implementations. It is not amenable to incremental feedback, since it would require students to have completed their work before feedback can be computed [63]; it depends on students writing “correct” tests (i.e., those with high positive verification ability) [37, 171]; and relies on each student’s code compiling against every other student’s tests [63].

**Mutation analysis** [51] is a fault-based test assessment technique in which small changes
(mutations) are made to the target program, creating incorrect variants of the original, called mutants. For example, a mutant might be created by negating a conditional expression (e.g., changing \( a > b \) to \( a <= b \)). Alternatively, a mutant might be created by simply replacing \( a > b \) with a Boolean literal (i.e., true or false). The different kinds of mutations that can be applied are called mutation operators.

A primary challenge associated with mutation analysis is its considerable computational cost. The process could involve running a test suite possibly hundreds of times, depending on the number of mutants that are generated. Significant scholarly effort has been devoted to reducing the cost of mutation analysis [54, 121, 131, 132, 155, 162]. A detailed review of these works may be found in §6.1.2.2.

There have been few efforts to apply mutation analysis in an educational setting [1, 61, 152]. Studies have generally found it to be a much stronger method of test evaluation, but one that exacts an intolerable computational cost.

Other work has attempted to judge test suite quality along axes other than defect-detection and positive verification capabilities. Bowes et al. worked with industry partners and compiled a core list of testing principles [25], e.g., the requirement for a test to have a single point of failure. They also discuss possible methods for quantifying adherence to these principles for the purpose of assessing test quality.

### 2.3.3 Software Testing in the Undergraduate CS Curriculum

There have been significant efforts to integrate software testing into all or parts of the undergraduate Computer Science curriculum [43, 58, 95, 154, 159]. Unfortunately, most prior work in this area tends to focus on novice programmers working on small projects, where the benefits of testing are not readily apparent [11], and on “after-the-fact” feedback that focuses on assessing test quality but mostly ignores the testing process [1, 59, 78].

Many have argued against the notion of treating software testing as an isolated topic in the CS curriculum [43, 57, 95]. Jones calls for a holistic inclusion of software testing in the curriculum [95], stating that students absorb testing concepts more readily when they are presented in small doses. Echoing this recommendation, Desai notes that regular, reinforced learning of testing might be better than only an introduction to it at the start of the semester [57]. Christensen argues further that “Systematic testing is not a goal in itself. Reliable software is the goal” [43]. He argues that software engineering education consists of “core knowledge” (e.g., programming), and “topics” (e.g., concurrency), and argues that systematic software testing, though generally treated as an independent topic, should be treated as “core knowledge” in the curriculum.

The benefits of testing are often not readily apparent to students [11]. Buffardi & Edwards suggest that the frequent conflation of testing and debugging might contribute to students’ view that testing is a process for reactively fixing faults, rather than for proactively avoiding
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Spacco & Pugh argue that requiring students to submit software tests along with their solutions could be counter-productive [158]. For example, in their study, it led students to produce tests toward the end of their project lifecycles, only to fulfill what they perceived as an arbitrary requirement. There is a need for pedagogical methods that make clear to students the value added by software testing. Aniche et al. have made strides in this regard by appealing to authenticity: in their dedicated software testing course at the Delft University of Technology [5], industry experts talk to students about the “real-world” importance of testing and their experiences with it. Other educators have led students in studying high profile software faults—like those connected to the 2009 and 2019 Boeing 737 plane crashes—and how or if software testing techniques might have avoided them.

The automated assessment tool Web-CAT [58, 60] has been used extensively to include testing in the curriculum [136] by requiring that students submit software tests along with their solutions. Students are rewarded or penalised based on the strength of their tests, using metrics such as code coverage. Edwards argued that an emphasis on software testing would help CS students to develop strong comprehension, analysis, and hypothesis-testing skills [59]. It would also lead novice programmers away from trial-and-error (or “impasses and local fixes” [164]) to arrive at correct solutions. Web-CAT’s submission model allows students to continue making submissions until they arrive at a working solution, and allows instructors to reveal or withhold hints based on the thoroughness of the student’s own software testing. This encourages students to conduct their own testing before using an instructor-provided oracle of test cases to reveal faults. A pilot study showed that, when students were encouraged to practice testing in this way, they produced code with fewer defects per source line of code. Since these effects were observed in an upper-level CS course, Web-CAT has been used throughout the CS curriculum at Virginia Tech [61, 62]. Web-CAT’s model of multiple submissions enforces that students include criterion-adequate test suites with each submission.

However, this model has two limitations. First, the test adequacy criteria currently used by Web-CAT are code coverage-based; the tests submitted by students might only serve to fulfill the criterion used, without actually checking the solution code it accompanies. In theory, this would allow a student to write a test that invokes most of the codebase, e.g., by using a battery of inputs but not making assertions about their expected outputs. This is possible because of the weak nature of coverage-based adequacy criteria (see §2.3.2). Second, submission-level data gives only a rough idea of the evolution of project’s tests, since submissions might be few and far between. More granular data is required to make an accurate determination of the student’s adherence to incremental software testing. Spacco & Pugh [158] and Baumstark & Orsega [13] have made progress in this regard by examining students’ version control histories for evidence of iterative or test-driven development. In the next chapter, I describe software developed at Virginia Tech to collect such data about students’ software development practices, and in Chapter 5 I describe how we used it to measure adherence to incremental testing.
2.4 The Academia–Industry Gap

Numerous researchers have studied the scope and possible causes of a perceived “gap” between what students learn during an undergraduate CS degree and what is expected of them in industry (e.g., [16, 17, 42, 110, 141, 142, 163]). Researchers have found that novices struggle with non-technical and collaborative aspects of software engineering [16], testing and debugging [42, 137], and tools for modern software engineering [142]. Others have investigated this from the lens of students' objectives for obtaining a computer science degree and faculties’ perspectives on the purpose of the degree [110, 163].

An early investigation into this gap (as it relates to software engineering) was conducted by Lethbridge in 1998 [110]. Reporting on a survey of 181 software practitioners, Lethbridge investigated knowledge gained through education, current knowledge, and the importance of various topics. Initially, Lethbridge measured importance as an average of the usefulness of a topic’s details and the amount of influence that the topic had on the respondent’s career or life. Additionally, he considered the positive difference between current knowledge and knowledge gained through education to be a measure of on-the-job knowledge change. If a topic was not learned during education, but the practitioner was forced to learn it during employment (i.e., on-the-job knowledge change was high), this suggests that forced learning took place, and might suggest that the topic is of high importance. Results indicated that—on a list of 75 topics ordered by the mean amount of forced learning—the topics Testing, verification, and quality assurance and Project management placed 4th and 5th, respectively.

More recent gaps in new hires’ testing and project management abilities have also been frequently reported. This is perhaps not surprising when one considers the numerous challenges associated with the pedagogy of software testing (see §2.3). Radermacher reports that hiring managers have lamented new engineers’ lack of software testing ability and their inability to estimate task size and the time required to complete tasks [142]. Unfortunately, in addition to presenting difficulties for newly hired software engineers, these skill deficiencies may be influencing hiring practices and decisions [137, 141].

Begel & Simon have reported new hires’ difficulties with non-technical aspects of software engineering [16]. They conducted a case study during which they shadowed eight new software developers at Microsoft during their first six months on the job. They found that students struggled with inter-disciplinary teamwork and knowing when to ask for help.

In a 2020 survey of CS faculty, Valstar et al. explored faculties’ perspectives on the academia–industry skills gap and the role of an undergraduate CS degree. They report that a possible reason for the skills gap is the lack of authenticity of undergraduate project experiences [163], which results in students graduating without appropriate project experience. This is a persistent problem because industry practices change much faster than pedagogy [16], and faculty tend to be wary of overtaxing students or course staff with elaborate project experiences [163]. Further, some faculty confided that they had limited industry experience, and that their ideas of industrial software engineering may not align completely with reality, or
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may have become outdated.

In this dissertation, I propose methods to mitigate the issues described above that relate to technical software development skills. In particular, I explore ways to improve the way we impart time management and software testing skills during a CS education, by enabling formative feedback mechanisms that help students adhere to good practices as they work on assigned projects. The primary hypothesis is that good software process leads to good software outcomes, and that formative feedback about this process can help to improve it.
Chapter 3

Data Collection Infrastructure: DevEventTracker

3.1 Description of Collected Data

In this section I describe the data collected by DevEventTracker, an Eclipse plugin built on Hackystat [94]. To provide the reader with context for the rest of this dissertation, I briefly describe all aspects of the system. However, my contributions to the DevEventTracker codebase are a portion of a larger effort. See §3.3 for a listing of my contributions.

At Virginia Tech, students use a custom Eclipse plugin to make submissions to Web-CAT and to download starter projects provided by the instructor. We added functionality to the plugin that continuously collects data from (consenting) students’ IDEs, not limited by when they make submissions. This continuous data-stream enables us to develop deeper insights about a typical student’s programming process. DevEventTracker collects timestamped development events as well as automated snapshots of the project using the Git version control system. Data collected by DevEventTracker are described in detail below (key events are described in Table 3.1).

Edit events. DevEventTracker collects Edit events in real time as a student programs. An Edit event is recorded each time a student saves their work. For each event, some meta-data is included. Each event is accompanied by the current size of the edited source file, in terms of the number of characters, statements, and methods. We also determine if the edit was made to solution code or test code, using a number of static analysis heuristics. For example, a source file is identified as a test file if it contains a Java class whose name ends in Test. This naming scheme is enforced by Web-CAT to enable identification of student-written tests, and is therefore a reliable heuristic for our context. For more general cases, a file is deemed a test file if it contains test methods which can be found by their method signatures, the @Test JUnit annotation, or the fact that they contain JUnit assertions.

Launch events. Software testing typically involves executions of automated tests, or interactive launches of a program followed by manual examination of its output or resulting program state. DevEventTracker monitors Launches within Eclipse, collecting and recording meta-data about each launch. It records the type of the Launch (execution of test cases vs. interactive execution of the program); whether the Launch terminated normally or with
### 3.1. Description of Collected Data

Table 3.1: Key event types collected by DevEventTracker, the actions that trigger them, and the accompanying meta-data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>Triggering Action</th>
<th>Meta-data Included</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edit events</td>
<td>Save a file in the IDE</td>
<td>File size (in characters, statements, and methods)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>On test code? (Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Any program execution (normal, test, or debug)</td>
<td>Termination state (Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Launch events</td>
<td>Execute tests in the IDE</td>
<td>Standard output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Test names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Test outcomes (Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debugger events</td>
<td>Set/unset debugger breakpoints</td>
<td>Line number + file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Step into/step over</td>
<td>Program constructs being stepped into or over</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program snapshots</td>
<td>Save a file in the IDE</td>
<td>Git commit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

an error code; and for unit test executions, the names of the tests that were run and their outcomes (passed, failed, or errored out). Finally, Launch events include any printed output that might have been sent to `stdout` during execution, truncated to 80 characters per line and 500 lines to avoid transmission of giant events.

The sequence of tests passing or failing over the course of development provides a representation for how testing aids the successful implementation of a project. This information can be provided to students, who will benefit from an external view of how regular testing would help them successfully complete projects.

**Debugger events.** DevEventTracker collects data about a student’s use of the Eclipse debugger. It records when breakpoints are added or removed, when a debug session is started, a student’s actions during that session (*step into, step over, etc.*), and when the debugger session is terminated.

**Git snapshots.** Each student’s project has a Git repository associated with it, with the
remote repository residing on the Web-CAT server. When a student saves a file, a Git snapshot is automatically captured and sent to the server. This provides us with the ability to make further fine-grained observations about the changes to a project over time, allowing static or dynamic analyses on versions of the source code at arbitrary points in time. Git repositories are maintained separately from the project’s working directory, so as to not hinder the student’s ability to use Git version control as part of their own development process.

The fact that Git snapshots are saved automatically and invisibly mitigates some of the “perils” of software repository mining [22]. That is, project histories cannot be “re-written” using `git rebase` or `amend` commands.

**Work sessions.** We defined work sessions based on DevEventTracker data. Work sessions are sequences of activity that are delimited by one hour or more of inactivity. In this context, ‘activity’ refers to automatically captured events, and they are grouped based on their timestamps. Grouping DevEventTracker into work sessions helps give a better idea of the actual time spent on task (i.e., actively working on the project).

### 3.2 DevEventTracker in Virginia Tech Coursework

DevEventTracker has been used in numerous CS courses at Virginia Tech, and has collected millions of development events from thousands of students over several semesters. Data collected by DevEventTracker is fine-grained—using the spectrum of granularity from Ilhan-tola et al. [84], it falls between keystroke-level and line-level edit events. This has enabled the quantitative measurements of software development processes described in subsequent sections.

The experiments described in this dissertation are based on the work of students in the Data Structures & Algorithms course at Virginia Tech (CS 3114), which I will refer to hereafter as CS3. For the semesters in which we collected data, the class syllabus required students to program all of their projects in the Eclipse IDE, using the Web-CAT submission plug-in to submit assignments and download starter code. This has been the standard setup for many programming courses at Virginia Tech for several years. The only difference for this research was that the plugin was augmented with data-collection functionality, and students were prompted for consent when they first installed it.

The act of downloading starter code or making a submission creates a link between Web-CAT and a specific project in a student’s Eclipse workspace, and this allows Web-CAT to begin receiving data for that project. However, we did not wait until the first submission to begin receiving data. To ensure that we received data from the moment work began on a project, we provided starter code for each project. The starter file did not provide students with any scaffolding in the form of method or class stubs. It only contained a driver method that printed the text ‘Hello world!’; used to invoke the project. This ensured that we obtained
3.3  My Contributions to DevEventTracker

The following functionality existed before I started working on DevEventTracker:

- Capturing Edit, Debug, and Build events
- Capturing Git snapshots
- Other plugin functionality (submitting assignments to Web-CAT, downloading starter projects, etc.)

Implementation details are described in Joseph Luke’s master’s thesis [116].

I contributed the following:

- Capturing launch and termination events, including detailed information about printed output, test cases, and their outcomes
- A mechanism for maintaining Git histories that did not hinder students who wished to use Git as part of their independent work flow
- Data reporting was batched and moved to background tasks, so that students would not experience slowdowns while using Eclipse when the Web-CAT server was slow to respond
- Optimised and secured offline storage of data when server connections were unavailable
- Various minor modifications to peripheral functionality

The source code can be found at the plugin’s GitHub repository\(^1\), on the *DevEventTracker-Addition* branch. My contributions may be found starting on September 5, 2015.

Chapter 4

Time Management in Intermediate Programming Projects

In a previous study, Edwards et al. [62] provided convincing evidence of the expected effects of procrastination on task outcomes ([161])—it led to lower project scores, and increased rates of late submissions. They analysed five years of submissions from the first three programming courses at Virginia Tech. Assignment results were partitioned into two groups: scores above 80% (A/B), and scores below 80% (C/D/F). Students who consistently received either A/B scores or C/D/F scores were excluded from the study, leaving students with projects with both outcomes. Analysis yielded important results. When students received A/B scores, they started earlier and finished earlier than when the same students received C/D/F scores. After normalizing for program length, there was no significant difference in the amount of time spent on each project stemming from starting earlier vs. later.

These findings led to another study [120] that administered three different types of interventions to prevent procrastination, driven in part by Steel’s temporal motivation theory [161]. The interventions were short reflection essays after each project, a requirement to set and track scheduling information and progress throughout the assignment, and e-mail alerts regarding progress toward completion. Only e-mail alerts were associated with significantly reduced rates of late program submissions and significantly increased rates of early program submissions. The promise shown by this method was credited to the fact that the emails were relevant to individual students, generated using data from that student’s latest submission to Web-CAT. These studies provided encouraging evidence that: 1) Procrastination has a causal effect on lower project scores, and 2) Regular, automatic, and adaptive feedback helps reduce procrastination, and might help change other programming practices.

The studies above, while providing valuable evidence about the effects of various time management strategies, were carried out using submission-level data. With data from DevEvent-Tracker in hand, we are in a position to build upon these results using more fine-grained analysis of development behaviours to determine effective and ineffective time management behaviours. In this chapter, I describe the context in which I conducted experiments (§4.1.2); I define my research questions (§4.1.1); and I describe metrics developed to help answer them (§4.2). Then I describe my analyses and results (§4.3–§4.5) and close with a discussion of results and their implications (§4.6).

Future work can build upon these results to design interventions that are grounded in both
empiricism and theory, i.e., by targeting the specific self-regulatory software development habits that are associated with improved project outcomes.

This chapter is based on two research papers that were published at the ITiCSE ([98]) and ICER ([99]) conferences in 2017. I was the main contributor on both papers.

4.1 Research Method

4.1.1 Research Questions

Students procrastinate for a variety of reasons (§2.1), and it would be a worthwhile endeavour to determine common reasons for procrastination on software development projects. However, to enable formative feedback, it is important to first identify when undesirable behaviours (like procrastination) are actually taking place. Therefore, we focused on quantifying the extent to which procrastination manifests, and on determining how this relates with project outcomes. We measure procrastination on various (observable) aspects of software development—writing and executing solution code and test code.

We are driven by the following research questions.

RQ1: How accurate are our measurements of students’ development habits? Before making inferences based on our measurements of students’ time management habits, it is necessary to evaluate the accuracy with which we quantified them. We qualitatively evaluated our metrics by triangulating our measurements with data from interviews with students about their development habits, and manual inspection of automatically collected Git snapshots (§4.3).

RQ2: When do students tend to work on a project, relative to its deadline? Before attempting to change the behaviours of a population, it is necessary to understand the population’s current behaviours. We use descriptive statistics to characterise how and when students tend to go about working on their software projects (§4.4).

RQ3: How are time management behaviours related to project outcomes? Before designing interventions or instructional improvements based on student development habits, it is important to empirically determine their effectiveness or ineffectiveness. We use quantitative analyses to characterise the relationship between students’ incremental software development habits and their project outcomes (as they pertain to time management) (§4.5).

4.1.2 Study Context

The data analysed in this chapter were collected from two sections of the CS3 course at Virginia Tech. Students developed their projects in Java using the Eclipse IDE, and were
given 3–4 weeks to complete each one. Projects were relatively large, with a median 892 lines of solution code and test code. We include data from all completed project submissions, including data from students who might have withdrawn from the course after completing a project. On the first day of class, we collected informed consent from students. Data from students who did not give consent (less than 4% of the total) were excluded from the analysis. The consent form can be found in Appendix A.

**Processing and filtering.** Some preprocessing and filtering were necessary to only include data generated while students were actually working toward project completion. During preliminary interviews with students, we found that some students tend to open Eclipse and make changes to their projects several days after final work had been submitted and graded. While there might be educational value to such activities, they are not considered part of the development of a student’s final solution. We excluded these edits from our analyses. We also excluded projects that were worked on for less than 1 hour (that is, projects started by students but with no meaningful attempt to finish). After filtering, the dataset consists of the work of 162 students working on 545 programming projects turned in to four assignments. Not every student completed every assignment, since some students dropped the course, and others may have missed an assignment for personal reasons.

### 4.2 Proposed Metrics of Time Management

#### 4.2.1 Working Early and Often

Before measuring how early and often students work on projects, we must define what it means to “work” on a software project. Software development involves a mixture of cognitive tasks (e.g., designing a solution) and physical actions (e.g., typing code). For example, a student might work on a project by designing a solution on a whiteboard or discussing the problem with peers. To observe all aspects of development, one would need to observe the student in a controlled lab environment. Therefore, the students we study work in uncontrolled conditions, e.g., in their homes or lab spaces. The only actions we can observe at this scale are those that are captured by DevEventTracker. Therefore, we say that a student is working on the project when they are actively taking actions in the IDE. It is important to note that this is an approximation of the actual time the student truly spends working on the project.

With this definition in mind, we can develop measures for when students tend to work on assigned projects. We can consider the student’s work as a collection of uniformly-sized edits. Each edit is represented as a timestamp—the time at which it occurred. The mean

---

1. In practice, Edit Events as collected by DevEventTracker are typically not uniformly-sized. For ease of conceptualisation, we “expand” each event into a series of single-character Edit events. This is mathematically equivalent to weighting an edit event by its size.
4.2. Proposed Metrics of Time Management

of this distribution of edit times gives us a sense of when the student tended to work on the project. If we represent each edit as the number of days before the deadline it took place, then the mean tells us how many days before the deadline the student tended to work on the project. Mathematically, if \( E \) is the set of all edits, then:

\[
\text{earlyOften}(E) = \frac{\sum_{e \in E} \text{daysToDeadline}(e)}{|E|} \tag{4.1}
\]

Therefore, if a student tends to work several days or weeks before the deadline, this metric will have a larger value; and if a student tends to procrastinate until the project deadline is close, this metric will have a smaller value (or possibly negative, if work was done after the project deadline). We use this metric as a quantitative assessment of time management on a software project, and a larger value indicates less procrastination.

For example, consider Figure 4.1, which shows how a (real) student distributed their work across the days on which they worked on a given project. This student’s Early/Often “score” is 6, because their mean edit time was September 8, which is 6 days before the project deadline on September 14. A sizeable portion of work was done within the period of September 1 to September 8, and daily work was much higher during the last three days of the project lifecycle. This leads the mean edit time to be roughly in the middle of those time periods. The student’s score is therefore sensitive to not only the days on which was done, but also to the amount of work that was done on those days.

![Distribution of lines edited by date](image)

Figure 4.1: Distribution of work from a student on the first CS3 project in the Fall 2018 semester. The red vertical line on September 14 indicates the project deadline. The black vertical line on September 8 indicates the student’s mean edit time for this project.
4.2.2 Test Writing

Using Equation 4.1, we can also measure how early and often students conduct software testing by examining when students tend to write and run their software tests. One can measure this by implementing a modified Early/Often Index, applied specifically to Edit events made to test code, or to Launch events involving test cases. Going further, we can measure the difference between the mean time of solution edits and the mean time of test edits. A small number indicates that the central tendency for test editing somewhat closely follows the central tendency for solution editing, while a larger value indicates that the majority of test writing occurred after the bulk of the solution code was written. If $SE \subset E$ is the set of all solution edits, and $TE \subset E$ is the set of all test edits, then this can be measured as:

$$\text{testWriting} = \text{earlyOften}(SE) - \text{earlyOften}(TE) \quad (4.2)$$

This gives a coarse-grained idea of when students tended to conduct their software testing. A more detailed analysis of how that testing is interspersed with solution implementation is presented in Chapter 5.

4.2.3 Incremental Program Executions

Another key notion of working incrementally is self-checking one’s work periodically, as each small chunk nears completion. This might be done by writing and running software tests as one develops, for students who practice incremental testing. Alternatively, it might also involve interactively running a program to confirm its behaviour manually. While proponents of test-driven development argue persuasively that interactive execution is not as effective for checking behaviours, in designing our incremental development metrics we chose to include both possibilities.

The DevEventTracker plugin tracks both interactive program launches and software test executions, and also records the pass/fail outcomes of software tests, providing all of this information in the logged data for analysis. Using these data, we defined the Incremental Checking metric as a measure of how often a student self-checks their code by launching it. Here, “launches” are defined as either regular program executions or test executions. First, we represent each uniformly-sized program edit as the number of hours until the next program execution takes place. Then we find the mean of this distribution. So, if $E$ is the set of all single-character edits:

$$\text{programExecutions} = \frac{\sum_{e \in E} \text{hoursToNextLaunch}(e)}{|E|} \quad (4.3)$$

One could apply Equation 4.3 to approximate the students’ reliance on their own software
4.3. Research Question 1

RQ1: How accurate are our measures of students’ development habits?

Quantifying software development habits is a non-trivial problem. A primary concern is that there is no readily available “ground truth” against which one can test such a metric. We qualitatively evaluated our measurements by interviewing students and by manually inspecting the snapshot histories captured by DevEventTracker. This work was published and presented at the 2017 conference on Innovation and Technology in Computer Science Education (ITiCSE) [98].

4.3.1 Interviews With Students

In order to evaluate the validity of our measurements, we interviewed students to gather their opinions about their software development habits. We implemented Equations (4.1)–(4.3), and used them to calculate scores for students on the projects they had worked on so far. Ten students representing a range of scores were selected and invited to participate in interview sessions. Of those ten, seven agreed to participate.

We followed a semi-structured interview script (see Appendix A). We asked students in-depth questions about their development habits, focusing on when they tended to work on the project, and when and how they went about testing their programs (e.g., using JUnit tests, manually executing and checking the program, or instructor-written tests). The interviewers were not involved in grading the students in any way, to avoid the possibility of students believing that their answers would affect their course grades. At the end of the interview, students were shown our assessment of their development practice, and were asked what they thought about its accuracy and potential utility in helping them to change their software development habits in the future.

Six of the seven students found our assessment to be accurate. The descriptions that follow use feminine pronouns for students 1–7 (S1–S7), regardless of the gender of the participant.

• S1 stated that she found the model’s assessment to be accurate.
• S2 mentioned that she had been ill and started Project 1 late and worked past the deadline. When the assessment was revealed, we saw that our model had been able to detect this and had given her a low Early/Often score. When the interviewee saw the scores, she agreed with the overall assessment.

• S3 acknowledged that she and her partner had gotten a late start on Project 1, but that she had worked alone on Project 2 and started relatively earlier. Our model was able to detect this—the interviewee was given a low Early/Often score for one project, and a higher score for the next.

The student also mentioned that she “didn’t write the best tests during the beginning of [Project 1]”; she relied mostly on simple diagnostic print statements for testing and “wrote tests at the end”. This is in contrast to Project 2, where she “[brought] in formal testing”, since she now had some experience with it. The model’s assessment recognized this difference—the student received a poor score for Test Writing (Equation 4.2) on the first project, but a much better score for the second project.

• S4 received a much lower score for Test Writing on Project 2 than she did on Project 1. Project 2 was almost universally cited as the hardest project that the students worked on this semester (at the time of the focus group, they were starting work on Project 4). The student mentioned that, because the project was so hard, she found herself getting caught up in trying to implement it correctly and ended up writing “more code before testing” than she did on Project 1. This was reflected in our assessment. Also seen was a lower score for Program Executions, which intuitively makes sense—if she was not writing tests until the end, she was not running them, either. Curiously, on a hard project where testing would be most useful, the student brushed it aside in favour of going straight ahead with the implementation.

• S5 thought the model was mostly accurate. Her answers to questions about writing tests did not agree with her failing score for Incremental Test Writing on Project 2. After initially expressing surprise, she backtracked on what she had said earlier by saying that the project involved a lot of recursion, and she tends to test recursive algorithms using iterative print statements rather than formalized testing strategies. This was the only occurrence of a student volunteering new information to explain a score provided by our metric.

• S6 was the only student who did not find the metrics accurate. The interview revealed disconnects between our assessment and the student’s description of her programming practice. However, further investigation revealed transient issues with this student’s data reaching the server, which would lead to inaccuracies during metric calculation.

• S7 received high scores on all metrics, except Test Writing for Project 2. She expressed surprise at her low score for this. The remaining scores were in keeping with her description of her programming practices.
4.3.2 Manual Inspection of Snapshot Histories

While our focus group provided student validation of the measures, we also wanted to directly investigate the edits students were performing in their projects. A second type of evaluation was carried out by manually inspecting the Git repositories maintained by DevEventTracker. Twelve projects were randomly sampled from the pool of submissions. The inspection focused on checking whether our assessment of incremental development matched the “actual programming process” of the student (as seen in the Git revision histories).

Working early and often. Eight of the twelve projects had low scores (< 80 on a normalized 100-point scale) for working early and often. Stepping through commit histories showed that seven of these projects had multiple breaks of several days where no work was done, leading to the project being completed within the last few days before the due date. The remaining project with a low Early/Often score was worked on the day before the project deadline, in a marathon session taking up most of the day. One out of the remaining four projects received a surprisingly high Early/Often score, since the project was started within the last two days. However, it was worked on steadily without breaks, possibly contributing to its high Early/Often score.

Program executions. Most projects received middling or good scores (> 80 on a normalized 100-point scale) for these metrics, but one project received a low score. This project was not launched for the first 10 days in its lifecycle, and launches took place after large amounts of code were written. To evaluate the metrics, we examined a combination of raw DevEvent data and Git snapshots. For two consecutive Launch events, we stepped through revisions for commits made between the two launches. Doing this for several random pairs of launches gives an idea of the usual amount of work done by that student before the program is launched.

Test writing. Five projects received failing scores (< 70) for test writing. Inspecting the file changes over time showed that a majority of testing was done on the last few days of work. Three projects received middling scores (70 to 90) for this metric. Inspection of their commit histories showed that regular testing began after a few days of regular work on the project, but was fairly regular for the rest of the project. The remaining four projects received high scores (≥ 90) for this metric. Their commit histories showed that testing began on the first day of work and continued consistently until the end of the project. Also clear was the fact that test classes were usually created and edited within a few minutes of their corresponding solution class.

This method of validation, carried out on a separate set of projects by manually inspecting the code edits of students through Git snapshots, produced a similar result as the interviews: our metrics do track the incremental development behaviours they were designed to capture, although there is certainly room for improvement of accuracy.
4.4 Research Question 2

*RQ2: When do students tend to work on software projects, relative to their deadlines?*

Changing aspects of a population’s behaviour necessitates knowing the current behaviours of that population. In addressing this question, I establish what the software development habits of the current population of CS3 students look like. The work for this and the next research question were published and presented at the 2017 International Computing Education Research (ICER) conference [99].

**Students tend to work on projects less than 10 days before the deadline,** even though they are given nearly 30 days to work on projects (see Figure 4.2). Figure 4.2a depicts the distribution of students’ mean edit times for solution code ($\mu = 8.48, \sigma = 6.44$) and test code ($\mu = 7.78, \sigma = 7.04$). Test code tends to be edited slightly closer to the project deadline, but this difference seems negligible. We can explore this further by comparing the actual distributions of work in Figure 4.2b. The horizontal axes represent days in the project timeline in terms of the number of days before the deadline, and the vertical axes represent the work done by **all** students on the given work day. Blue bars represent edits made to solution code and orange bars represent edits made to test code. Naturally, each work day involves more solution code editing than test code editing. To facilitate comparisons between their edit times, Figure 4.2b depicts standardised distributions: the bars represent the proportion of the total amount of (solution or test) code editing that took place on that day. Like Figure 4.2a, Figure 4.2b also suggests that test code and solution code tended to be edited on the same days, a trend which is more or less consistent across all four assignments.

Using Equation 4.2, we confirmed that the “edit day” difference between solution code editing and test code editing was insignificant ($\mu = 0.68, \sigma = 2.96$). Indeed, analysis revealed a high correlation between the two distributions ($R = 0.91$). Recall that this is at the “day” level of granularity—a more detailed analysis of students’ incremental test writing habits can be found in Chapter 5. Similar distributions were observed for program executions ($\mu = 8.86, \sigma = 8.82$) and test executions ($\mu = 7.09, \sigma = 7.10$).

Experience led us to expect that students would tend to use interactive program executions (as opposed to test executions) to check their work. However, we were surprised to find that students used software test executions much more commonly than interactive program executions. Test executions were significantly more frequent than normal solution executions ($t = 13.977, p < 0.0001$, test = 229.23, normal = 55.66). 83% of projects had more test executions than solution executions, and test executions made up approximately 80% of all executions across projects. Using Equation 4.3 with respect to solution code edits and **any** kind of program launch, we found that, on average, 1.37 hours ($\sigma = 3.31$) passed between edits and executions (largely dominated by test executions due to their much higher frequency).
(a) On average, students tend to write code less than 10 days before the project deadline. Note that the horizontal axis decreases from left to right, to facilitate comparison with Figure 4.2b.

(b) The proportion of work done (edits made) by students on each day of the project timeline, from the start of the timeline to the last acceptable late day.

Figure 4.2: Aggregated and actual distribution of work days. *Edit Day 0* is the due date.
4.5 Research Question 3

RQ3: How are time management behaviours related to project outcomes?

In previous sections, I defined measures of when different programming behaviours were undertaken (§4.2), evaluated them qualitatively (§4.3), and examined the behaviour of our student sample using descriptive statistics (§4.4). In this section, I describe quantitative analyses we conducted to learn the relationships between measured behaviours and the following project outcomes:

- **Project correctness**: The percentage of instructor-written reference tests passed by a student-written solution. This excludes point bonuses or penalties due to early or late submissions, and points gained for the strength of the student’s test suite.
- **Finish time**: The time when the project was completed (i.e., the timestamp of the last event transmitted before the project was submitted for grading).
- **Time spent**: The amount of time spent on the project. To measure this, we used the total length of all work sessions (as defined in §3.1). This ensured that idle time spent (i.e., not interacting with the IDE) did not inflate time on task estimates.

Results for all statistical tests presented herein use $\alpha = 0.05$ to determine significance.

We do not make inferences by comparing the behaviours of different students with each other. Different student’s behaviours and outcomes could be symptoms of some other unknown factor (e.g., differing course loads or prior experience), making such inferences weaker. To test for relationships with the outcome variables, we used a linear mixed-effects ANCOVA [12]. Students were subjects, and assignments served as repeated measures (with unequal variances), allowing within-subjects comparisons in the ANCOVA. In other words, each student’s software development habits were measured repeatedly (assignments), and differences in outcomes for the same student were analysed.

4.5.1 Working Early and Often

**Project correctness.** We found that solution mean edit times were significantly related to project correctness ($F = 16.2, p < 0.0001$). In other words, students who worked on their solution earlier were more likely to produce more correct programs. This is consistent with the earlier result from [62], but now using actual development log data instead of just submitted work.

We illustrate this relationship below. First, notice in Figure 4.3—which shows the distribution of correctness scores—that there is a clear trough just under a perfect score, with approximately half (47%) of the class scoring very close to perfect, and the remainder (53%) scoring noticeably lower. By choosing a cutoff of 95%, we can partition the class into projects that have successfully “solved” the behaviour required for an assignment, and those that have
imperfect solutions. As a result, we will examine differences in key metrics between projects that achieve this threshold and those that do not. Figure 4.4 shows the distribution of solution mean edit times for projects with greater than 95% correctness scores versus those with lower scores.

Note however, that Figure 4.4 includes all students, and is therefore affected by inherent student traits, unlike our mixed-effect model. To address this, we consider the within-subjects difference in Early/Often scores (edit mean time) between when students solved the project (scored $\geq 95\%$) and when they didn’t. Students who consistently fell into one of the groups—i.e., those that scored $\geq 95\%$ on all assignments, and those that scored $< 95\%$ on all assignments—are excluded, leaving behind 84 students, each of whom produced submissions that appear in each group at least once. For each of these students, the average Early/Often score for their “unsolved” projects is subtracted from their average Early/Often score for their “solved” projects. This gives us an idea of the typical difference between a given student’s mean edit time between successful and unsuccessful project attempts.

The distribution of these differences is in Figure 4.5. The figure indicates that when students successfully solved an assignment, they tended to work approximately 2 days earlier than they did on other assignments that they did not successfully solve (median difference = 2.11 days). Note also that there are the exceptions to this trend: 19 students (22.62% of these 84) showed a negative difference in mean time between solved and unsolved projects, i.e., they worked later on solved projects than they did on unsolved ones.

Though §4.2.1 uses only the mean to characterise the distribution of a student’s work, we can also use other measures of central tendency, like the median. However, the mean is more sensitive to potential skew in the data, which can play an important role in cases where procrastination leads to more work being done late in the lifecycle.

When both the solution edit mean and median times were considered, the median was not
Figure 4.4: Comparison of solution edit times between projects that correctly solved an assignment, and those that did not.

Figure 4.5: When students successfully solved projects, they worked approximately 2 days earlier than they did when they were unable to solve projects.
significant \((F = 0.73, p = 0.39)\). However, the same ANCOVA indicated that the test edit median time was also significantly related to project correctness \((F = 10.0, p = 0.0018;\) the mean was not significant: \(F = 0.06, p = 0.80)\). These differences were present even when controlling for student variability using a within-subjects test, indicating that they are not simply due to individual student traits.

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Within-subjects difference in edit mean time (in days before deadline)}
\end{align*}\]

Figure 4.6: Within-subjects difference between edit mean times between early and late submissions.

**Finish time.** We used the number of hours before the deadline when the student’s final work was submitted as a dependent variable in a mixed-effects ANCOVA. We found that both solution mean edit times \((F = 55.9, p < 0.0001)\) and solution median edit times \((F = 28.7, p < 0.0001)\) were significantly related to finish time, with earlier early/often scores corresponding to earlier finish times. This is as one would expect, since working earlier does allow a greater opportunity to finish earlier. This is also similar to the results in [62], where earlier submission times were associated with earlier completion times.

Figure 4.6 illustrates this relationship by showing the distribution of differences in Early/Often index between projects that were completed on time and those that were completed late. Like Figure 4.5, this figure only includes the 61 students who produced projects that were on time and projects that were late, and the differences depicted are within subjects. The figure indicates that when students ended up submitting their projects on time (i.e., before the deadline), they tended to work about 3 days earlier than when they submitted their projects late (median difference = 3.09 days). Again there are the exceptions: 9 students (14.75\% of these 61) worked later on the projects that they were able to submit on time.

**Total time spent.** Using the number of hours spent as the dependent variable in the ANCOVA, we found that only the test edit time median \((F = 10.8, p = 0.001)\) was significantly
related to total time spent, with earlier edit times associated with slightly longer total time spent.

To sum up, when projects had higher Early/Often scores (i.e., earlier solution edit mean times), 1) they tended to be more correct, 2) they tended to be finished earlier, 3) with no difference in the amount of time spent on the project. A similar repeated measures ANCOVA revealed no evidence of a significant relationship between time spent and project correctness ($F = 1.9, p = 0.17$).

4.5.2 Test Writing

As with the early/often means and medians, for incremental test writing we used the same mixed model ANCOVA with assignments as repeated measures over students as subjects. With the incremental test writing metric as a continuous independent variable, we found no evidence for a relationship with project correctness ($F = 2.54, p = 0.11$), finish time ($F = 0.17, p = 0.68$), or time spent ($F = 0.29, p = 0.59$). It appears that the median time of test edits is more important than that test edits be “close” to solution edits, since test edit median time is significantly associated with project correctness.

At the same time, the DevEventTracker data can be used to provide visual analysis of a student’s programming process. Helping students to visualize their own programming process and to compare that against their peers might encourage them to introspectively consider where improvements could be made. This could provide useful feedback during project life cycles. Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 show “skyline plots” of the programming process for projects with varying levels of incremental test writing and procrastination. The plots depict step-functions for the amount of test code and solution code written over time. The width of each step is the length of the work session, and the height (from the x-axis) is the amount of code written in each work session. Each work session is separated by at least 3 hours of inactivity.\textsuperscript{2} Therefore, work sessions that look as though they lasted multiple days (particularly in Figures 4.7 and 4.8), appear because the student settled down to work on the project multiple times, without stopping for a period of at least 3 hours.

The dashed vertical lines represent project milestone due dates (M1, M2, and M3). These milestones are intermediate due dates, with minor grade penalties attached if a given milestone’s requirements are not met by the due date. Typically, milestones are defined in terms of some number of reference tests passed, and percentage of solution code lines covered by student unit tests. Dashed vertical lines are also shown for (E), the “early bonus deadline” (students who make their final submission by this deadline are given a bonus in their total project score), and the actual project deadline (F).

\textsuperscript{2}This is a larger threshold than the threshold of 1 hour used to calculate time spent on projects, which results in more dense skyline plots that are harder to understand.
4.5. Research Question 3

Figure 4.7: An example of a project with unsatisfactory test writing—notice the spike in the amount of test code written as the due date approaches. This project was in the 45th percentile for Incremental Test Writing, and in the 49th percentile for the Early/Often Index.

Figure 4.8: An example of a project with an intermediate metric score for test writing, with room for improvement. Notice the irregular bursts of test code writing, and that work started after the first Milestone was due. This project was in the 64th percentile for Incremental Test Writing, and in the 69th percentile for the Early/Often Index.

4.5.3 Program and Test Executions

When examining the relationships between the program executions and the identified outcome variables, we found no evidence for a significant relationship with project correctness, finish time, or time spent. We explored alternative measures, including mean and median times for both interactive program launches and software test executions relative to the due date, and also found no significant relationships.
Chapter 4. Time Management in Intermediate Programming Projects

4.6 Discussion

If students are working on projects primarily during the last third of a 30 day timeline, do they really need all 30 days? Figure 4.2 indicated that students tend to do their work within the last 10 days of a typically 30-day project timeline. While it is possible that students do not need 30 days to complete projects, we must consider the fact that students are putting in roughly 35 hours of work on each project (see Figure 4.10). I believe that we should encourage students to spread out these 35 hours of work. In other words, I think a 30 day timeline may still be appropriate, and we as educators should work to encourage more productive usage of that timeline. This is particularly important since results presented in §4.5 suggested that working early and often may lead to improved project correctness.

Why are earlier median test edit times associated with higher amounts of time spent on projects? In §4.5, we found that when students had an earlier test edit median time (as described in §4.2.1), they tended to spend more total time on the project. It is notable that the median (not mean) was significant in this case, since the median is less sensitive to skewing when there are outliers very early in the development process but more editing occurs in a smaller time frame closer to the deadline. The median edit time marks the point at which half of the edit activity has already been completed, regardless of its distribution over time. This might mean that students who do a significant portion of the work earlier have more opportunities to invest time on the project later. Or, instead, it may be that students who start very early have to spend more time figuring out details that are only clarified in the assignment specification for everyone else at a later date. e.g., due to frequently asked questions on a class forum.

Why does performance on the Test Writing not reveal a significant relationship with project
4.6. Discussion

The Test Writing metric (§4.2.2) measures the difference between the solution edit mean time and the test edit mean time, in terms of days before the deadline. Scores on this metric were not significantly associated with better or worse project outcomes. My conjecture is that this metric is too coarse to paint an accurate picture of a student’s test writing habits. The metric might be missing students’ cycles of development and testing, which could be much shorter than complete days. It is also possible that the “day distance” between development and test writing activities does not explain variance in project correctness because students might be testing using other methods, e.g., manual executions or submissions to Web-CAT. However, in §4.5 we found that the mean time between code-writing and program executions was not a significant predictor of project outcomes, either. I explore students’ test writing activities at a more fine-grained level in Chapter 5.

How might we use these metrics to operationalise feedback about incremental development and time management? Using the metrics described above to change students’ development habits requires the development of interventions or feedback mechanisms based on them. For example, a predictive model based on these metrics could aid in early identification of a procrastinating student during a project lifecycle.

As a first step, we conducted a response surface using the project correctness score as the continuous dependent variable to be predicted. Because both solution edit mean times and test edit median times were related to project performance, we used them as continuous independent variables. This model was statistically significantly related to correctness scores. We used its prediction equation as the input to generate a partition model to classify students’ solutions as either “solved” (in the group scoring greater than 95% correctness) or not. This predictive model was 69% accurate at classifying the projects in our sample (where $SE$...
represents all solution edits and $TE$ represents all test edits):

$$(0.733 + 0.022 \times \text{earlyOften}(SE) - 0.007 \times \text{medianTime}(TE)) > 0.83$$

While this is by no means a validated prediction model, it suggests that such models can achieve some degree of accuracy. Developing and validating appropriate feedback mechanisms is important future work, and this chapter lays the necessary groundwork by identifying the most appropriate measures on which to base feedback.

### 4.7 Threats to Validity

**Internal.** Without control and experimental groups, we do not claim causality between our process measurements and project outcomes. However, our sample of students and assignments is large and does not suffer from selection bias, since the course is a required part of the CS curriculum and we included all consenting students in the study (>96%). Additionally, our within-subjects experimental makes it unlikely that our findings were due to traits inherent to students, like prior computing experience, course loads, or other demands.

**External.** Our findings may not be generalisable to all junior level student programmers. However, we take advantage of the intuitive and well-known nature of the effects of procrastination to lend legitimacy to our findings. We observe that the CS 3 course and the sample of students it provided seemed typical of our long experience with the course.

**Construct.** Interviews with students and data anomalies (e.g., projects whose solution edit median time was earlier than their start date, or entire projects that were completed in one or two edits) indicated that there were transient data transmission issues during the semester. They seemed to have affected fewer than 10 students out of 157, so we do not believe this to be a serious threat to validity.

### 4.8 Summary

Working earlier and more often was related to earlier final submission times, reduced likelihood of late submissions, and improved project performance. There was no significant relationship with the total time spent on the project. Together, these findings strongly suggest that working earlier and more often, while not resulting in more time spent on a project, can result in more constructive time spent on a project. Our experimental design further strengthens this conclusion, since factors unique to individual students (like work habits, competing demands on time, or others) were controlled for by the within-subjects analysis. Finally, earlier median test edit times were associated with more time spent on the project in total, and the time or frequency of program or test executions had no significant relationships with any project outcomes.
Chapter 5

Incremental Testing in Intermediate Programming Projects

In the previous chapter, I described analysis into students’ time management habits on software projects and their relationships with project outcomes. This included understanding when students engaged in different development activities: when they programmed, when they tested, and when they launched their programs and their tests. In this chapter, we dive deeper into students’ test writing habits, drawing inspiration from the literature on software engineering and testing to help form our hypotheses and research questions.

Ideal incremental development requires that small chunks of solution code are written, tested, and debugged in an iterative fashion. The order in which these take place largely determines whether the development is categorised as test-driven development (TDD) or incremental test last (ITL) development. In §2.3.1, I described conflicting results from case studies and controlled experiments that presented arguments for, against, or ambivalent toward test-driven development (TDD)—the general trend being that case studies tend to fall in favour of TDD (e.g., [21, 118, 122, 168]) and controlled experiments tend to be inconclusive (e.g., [66, 75, 76]). Differences and challenges in study contexts have been cited as possible reasons for these conflicting findings.

Controlled experiments often take the following steps: 1) develop a large project using TDD, or some other test-oriented development methodology, 2) gather product measures such as software quality and developer productivity, and 3) compare product measures with a “comparable” project.

This approach is not without limitations. Sample sizes are necessarily small, since implementations are rarely replicated for the sake of experimentation. Additionally, it is difficult or nearly impossible to accurately compare work done on different projects, possibly worked on by different teams, under different managers. Finally, it is sometimes unclear what TDD is being compared to (for example, “a more traditional, ad hoc unit testing approach” in [122]), making it difficult to interpret results.

Case studies typically include: 1) A controlled lab setting of some kind, 2) A control group developing a piece of software using a “traditional” development approach, 3) An experimental group developing the same piece of software using the development methodology that is being evaluated (often TDD).
There are numerous challenges associated with observing and measuring testing process in a controlled lab or workshop setting. It is difficult to enforce process conformance [67, 118, 157] in such a setting, which casts a certain level of doubt on conclusions. Programming tasks are often “toy” problems which can be completed in a few hours, in which the effects of TDD (or any other test-oriented development methodology) may not become apparent. Finally, measurements could be affected by the observer effect—subjects’ testing processes may change if they know that they are being observed.

If we are to teach software testing process to students, and we need to assess their testing process in order to formulate feedback, then we need more solid findings on which to base our hypotheses. In this chapter, I describe an empirical study we conducted to examine the testing habits of intermediate-to-advanced undergraduate students and their impacts on project quality. The study avoids many of the challenges faced by both controlled experiments and case studies. Like many controlled experiments, our sample size is large—over 400 project implementations from over 150 students. We avoid the pitfalls of trying to enforce process conformance by not assigning specific development approaches to groups of students (aside from the requirement that they practice some testing). Instead, we examine the natural and uncontrolled programming behaviours of our students. Like most case studies, the projects we study are relatively large, complex, and long-running. Finally, we make “apples-to-apples” comparisons, since we compare multiple implementations of each project, and multiple projects implemented by the same developers, by using a crossed random effect experimental design.

In our study, we found that both project correctness and code coverage were positively related to higher testing effort in each work session for a project, and to higher total testing effort on the project. Additionally, we found that when more test code was written for recently changed solution code (i.e., in the same work session), the project tended to have higher code coverage. Both findings provide evidence that supports the conventional wisdom about continuously writing tests alongside solution code. While we do not strictly measure adherence to test-first development, we found that writing more test code before finalizing the relevant solution code was irrelevant to project correctness, and negatively related to code coverage. Finally, these behaviours explained a statistically significant but ultimately small percentage of variance in project quality, with inherent variation among students and programming tasks accounting for a larger proportion.

This chapter provides the following contributions:

- A family of metrics to faithfully capture the extent to which students achieve balance and sequence of testing and solution coding effort
- An empirical study that measures the extent to which these metrics are related to successful project outcomes (correctness and test suite coverage)

This chapter is based on a research paper that was published the SIGCSE Technical Symposium in 2019 ([100]). I was the main contributor on the paper.
5.1 Research Method

5.1.1 Research Questions

In our empirical study, we study the relationship of eventual software quality with the balance of effort devoted to writing solution and test code (a key tenet of test-oriented development [67, 75]), and the sequence of effort devoted to solution code and test code (a key concern of researchers and practitioners interested in test-first development [14]).

We study the following research questions:

RQ1: To what extent are students practising incremental test writing? We use descriptive statistics to characterise students’ test writing practices in terms of how it is spread out over time (work sessions) and space (portions of the project).

RQ2: How do software project outcomes relate to the balance and sequence of effort devoted to writing test code and solution code? A virtually universally agreed upon tenet of effective software engineering is incremental or test-oriented development [67]. Where existing work presented evidence for or against TDD, we are primarily interested in finding concrete evidence for or against incremental test-oriented development, be it test-first or test-last. Additionally, test-first development, a key aspect of TDD, has frequently been extolled as a beneficial way to practice test-oriented development. However, experiments and case studies have found conflicting evidence regarding how exactly testing first affects software quality and project outcomes.

In §5.2 I describe the set of metrics we developed to help answer these research questions.

5.1.2 Study Context

Similar to the studies presented in Chapter 4, we studied the software development habits of students enrolled in the CS3 course at Virginia Tech. Students in this course have taken several prerequisite programming courses, most of them in Java. Subjects became acquainted with the JUnit testing framework in a previous course, and in the data structures course were taught material about project management and incrementally writing and testing code by one of the authors of the paper described in this chapter ([100]). We examined 157 students’ programming habits as they work on four course projects over the course of the semester, for a total of 415 observations. Our design is unbalanced because not all students completed all 4 projects, typically because they withdrew from the course.¹

Subjects were given about four weeks for each project. Each project asked the subjects to implement one or more data structures, along with its standard operations. Students were required to write JUnit tests for their code. In addition to correctness, students were graded

¹A manifestation of the problem that this dissertation aims to address.
on the percentage of conditions covered by their test-suites, providing strong incentive to eventually write test suites with near-total code coverage.

5.1.3 Data Collection and Preprocessing

We collected and preprocessed data about the code-writing activities that students performed while working on their projects. We used DevEventTracker (see Chapter 3) for data collection. As described in Table 3.1, a Git repository is automatically created for each student’s project. A commit is saved each time the student clicks the “save” button in the IDE. This rich data set captures the detail and nuance of test-writing behaviour that is necessary to assess the student’s engagement with software testing over the project lifecycle. Repositories were mined using the open-source tool RepoDriller [6].

Work sessions. Similar to the work in Chapter 4, we split the event stream for a subject working on a project into work sessions.

Capturing test code and solution code modifications. To determine when changes affected test code vs. solution code, and when test code changes were related to solution code changes, we extracted developer activity on a per-method basis, and call these events method-modification events.

Recall that project snapshots were captured as Git commits, which can be looked at as a sequence of software patches or snapshots. Using git diff output and an abstract syntax tree (AST) of the current patch, we determine which solution methods and which tests for such solution methods were modified in each commit. This was done by 1) using git checkout to restore the project to a given historical state; 2) comparing the line numbers in the patch’s diff output with line number information provided in the AST for the given patch; and 3) determining which solution methods and test methods were modified in the given patch. A test for a solution method \( m \) is modified in a commit if the test directly invokes \( m \). Therefore, we magnify the commit history into a series of method-specific events, meaning we expand commits into a series of method-specific MODIFY_SELF or MODIFY_TEST_FOR_SELF events.

Data filtering. We filtered out some solution methods from analysis. We excluded getters, setters, and printing methods. Exploratory analysis showed that 93% of projects in our dataset directly invoked at most 60% of all solution methods in test code.\(^3\) To illustrate the challenge this poses, consider Figure 5.1 which shows the distribution of testing effort on all methods in a representative subject’s implementation of the fourth project assigned during the semester. The horizontal shows the percentage of changes related to a method that were test changes. Notice that most solution-methods saw zero testing effort. Both the mean

\(^2\)Now PyDriller [160]

\(^3\)Note that this is not the same as code coverage, which includes constructs that are invoked further down the call stack.
5.2 Proposed Metrics of Testing Effort

Consider Figures 5.2 and 5.3. Figure 5.2 shows an example sequence of developer activity, created from synthetic data. Each group of blocks represents a work session, and each individual block represents test code (shaded) or solution code (solid) written for a given method. Notice that the work done on individual methods or during individual work sessions cannot be clearly characterised as TDD or ITL. That is, current notions of TDD and ITL would not be able to characterise this example.

This non-conformance is common among practitioners [7] and students [34]. In a series of case studies, Zaidman et al. found that projects can have varying amounts of effort devoted to testing at different points in the lifecycle (for example, periods of heavy testing before a release, or non-contiguous periods of synchrony between test code and solution code) [173].
This is seemingly at odds with the notion that software development behaviour can be cleanly bucketed into TDD or ITL.

We would like to avoid this dichotomy. In this section, we propose a new family of metrics to measure the balance and sequence of test and solution code writing effort in a continuous fashion. That is, we measure the extent to which students followed beneficial practices within a work increment—as opposed to measuring whether or not they followed them. As a result, we measure more faithfully the varying levels of student engagement with testing at different times in the project lifecycle. These conceptualisations are useful “in the wild”, where it is difficult to automatically infer adherence to TDD or other development methodologies without artificially controlling the programming environment (for example in a lab or workshop setting).

We define our metrics of testing effort according to the two factors with which practitioners seem most concerned with when recommending testing practices: the balance of testing effort (a common idea behind TDD and ITL [67]), and the sequence of testing effort (the main idea behind test-first development [14]). Figure 5.3 depicts the metrics we describe in

Figure 5.2: An example sequence of developer activity.

Figure 5.3: Measures to be derived from a programming activity event stream. Each row depicts a different method of aggregating the programming events from Figure 5.2.
the following sections, in terms of the example activity from Figure 5.2. Metrics are defined in terms of the balance of testing effort and the sequence of testing effort. Our raw data were Git histories of project snapshots captured using DevEventTracker (see §5.1.3).

5.2.1 Balance of Testing Effort

We examine project snapshots in the raw event stream in terms of time and location in the source code. That is, snapshots may be bucketed based on the work session in which they took place, or the methods they were related to.

Project-wide Overall Balance of Testing Effort (POB). This metric is depicted in the first row of Figure 5.3. It represents the test effort in the entire project regardless of the solution methods being tested or the session in which test code was written. That is, notice how the visual dimensions for colour (method), ordering, and block-group (sessions) have been eliminated for this metric.

“Effort” is measured as the number of line-level code-changes (additions, removals, or inline modifications) as captured by the git diff command (see §5.1.3). We define “testing effort” as the percentage of effort that was devoted to writing test code. By traversing the code changes for a project, we compute the total size of all changes to test code $T$ and the total size of all changes to solution code $S$. Then we can calculate testing effort as a percentage of overall effort spent writing test code:

$$P OB = \frac{T}{S + T} \quad (5.1)$$

Note that this is not equivalent to the percentage of source code that is test code. Additions, removals, and line-changes are included in this measure, as opposed to simple line counts in each snapshot or in the final product. Therefore, this is a measure of testing effort, rather than a measure of amount of test code.

Method-specific Overall Balance of Testing Effort (MOB). This metric is depicted in the second row of Figure 5.3. In this metric, we determine testing effort while taking location into account, i.e., we measure the testing effort devoted to individual methods. We use the method-modification stream described in §5.1.3, and apply Equation 5.1 to each method in the project to compute the testing effort devoted to each method. Let this set of method-level test effort values be $P OB_m$. Then we calculate the MOB metric as the median of the distribution of testing effort measured for all methods (after filtering as described in §5.1.3).

$$MOB = \text{Median}(P OB_m) \quad (5.2)$$

Project-wide per-Session Balance of Testing Effort (PSB). This metric is depicted in the third row of Figure 5.3. To determine testing effort while taking time into account, we
compute project-wide per-session balance (PSB) of solution code and test code. We grouped snapshots into work sessions as described in §4.5, and calculated the testing effort devoted to each work session using Equation 5.1.

Therefore, if $POB_w$ is a set of values of testing effort devoted in each work session, this measure of testing effort over time ($PSB$) can be defined as the median testing effort across all work sessions:

$$PSB = \tilde{POB}_w$$

(5.3)

Why use the median? Each project will certainly include some testing effort, because subjects were required to include test suites. Using the mean testing effort, there would be no way to gauge whether this testing effort is put in gracefully over time. That is, the paucity of testing effort early on would be counteracted by an increase in testing effort at the end of the project, or vice versa.

**Method-specific per-Session Balance of Testing Effort (MSB).** This metric is depicted in the fourth row of Figure 5.3. MSB determines testing effort while taking both time and location into account. That is, for the solution code that is written in a given work session, we would like to know if the student tends to write related test code. We compute method-specific balance over time (MSB) of solution code and test code. To do this, we use method-modification events and divide them into work sessions based on their timestamps (see §5.1.3).

Therefore, for all changes related to a given method that were made in a given work session, we may measure the testing effort using Equation 5.1. We are left with test effort values at two levels of grouping: work session and method. To compute MSB, we first find the project-wide per-session testing balance for individual methods, and call it $PSB_m$. Then we find the median per-session testing balance across all methods. Therefore, this metric can be represented as a “median of medians”:

$$MSB = \tilde{PSB}_m$$

(5.4)

### 5.2.2 Sequence of Testing Effort

**Method-specific Overall Sequence of Testing Effort (MOS).** Students did not practice test-first development. In our entire dataset, only one method was invoked in a test before it was defined in the solution. It is possible that students defined method stubs or increments of functionality before conducting relevant testing, but it is difficult or impossible to automatically infer this using static analysis and repository mining with any degree of certainty. However, what we can tell for certain is when work was completed for a given solution method, i.e., when it was modified for the last time. That is the basis for the MOS metric.
This metric is depicted in the last row of Figure 5.3. We measure *sequence* as the percentage of test code that was written for a solution method before the method was *finalised*. This gives an idea of the extent to which the student tended to write tests before completing the solution code under test. Therefore, if \( m \) is a solution method, then \( T_b \) is the total size of changes to test code before \( m \) was finalised, and \( T_a \) is the total size of changes to test code after \( m \) was finalised. Note that \( T_b \) and \( T_a \) only include changes to test methods that directly invoke \( m \). Then we compute the percentage of test code for \( m \) that was written before \( m \) was finalised as:

\[
MOS_m = \frac{T_b}{T_b + T_a}
\]

We compute the median \( MOS_m \) over all methods to get an overall measure for a student working on a project (\( MOS \)):

\[
MOS = \bar{MOS}_m
\]  
(5.5)

### 5.3 Research Question 1

*RQ1: To what extent did students practise incremental test writing?*

![Figure 5.4: Distributions of testing effort metrics as defined in §5.2.](image)
Figure 5.4 depicts distributions for all of the metrics described in §5.2. Since all the metrics are proportions and therefore on the same scale, they are plotted together. The blue boxplots represent measurements of the balance of test writing effort, and the orange boxplot represents the measurement of the sequence of test writing effort.

**Balance of testing effort.** The figure indicates that, over the course of the entire project, students tended to devote about 25% of their effort to writing test code (median $POB = 25.08\%$). The situation seems to be a bit worse when one considers the amount of testing effort applied in individual work sessions. The boxplot indicates that a majority of students devoted less than 20% of their effort toward writing tests in most of their work sessions (median $PSB = 17.29\%$). This could mean that students are not testing as much as they should. This would be in keeping with other work that finds that test code and solution code do not co-evolve gracefully for students or for professionals [18, 19].

The higher values for method-specific balance of testing effort indicate that most methods received a considerable amount of testing effort. This is evident across the entire project timeline (median $MOB = 88.24\%$) as well as in individual work sessions (median $MSB = 88.01\%$). These high proportions are perhaps not surprising when one recalls testing effort was considered devoted to a given method when that method was directly invoked in the test (see §5.1.3). Therefore, for a given unit of testing effort, the event stream possibly contained MODIFY_TEST_FOR_SELF events for several solution methods, driving up the proportion of “effort” devoted to testing specific methods (see §5.6).

**Sequence of testing effort.** In terms of the sequence of testing effort, the figure indicates that in a majority of project implementations (85%), students put in less than 50% of their testing effort before the relevant production code was finalised (median $MOS = 23.45\%$). This suggests that subjects in our study tended to put in more testing effort for a given method after it was finalised.

Whether the behaviours outlined above can be considered effective or ineffective is explored in the next research question.

### 5.4 Research Question 2

**RQ2:** *How do software project outcomes relate to the balance and sequence of effort devoted to writing test code and solution code?*

Once we characterised the balance of writing test code and solution code as a series of continuous independent variables, we used linear models to determine their effects on the following project outcomes:

- **Semantic Correctness ($C$):** Measured as the percentage of tests passed from a suite of automated acceptance tests written by the course teaching staff.
5.4. Research Question 2

- **Test Suite Coverage (T):** Measured as the percentage of condition coverage achieved by the student’s own test suite, measured using the JaCoCo\(^4\) plugin. While subjects were required to submit test suites with nearly 100% code coverage, that might not happen until near the end of the development cycle.

We use linear mixed-effects ANCOVAs [12], with *students* and *projects* as crossed random effects. Experience suggests that no two students are the same, and this inherent variation might confound the model. Further, it is difficult to compare the programming process on different projects, even if they are assignments in the same course. Mixed-effects models allow us to control for the variation from these unaccounted-for effects.

Results presented herein use \(\alpha = 0.05\) to determine significance.

We present *marginal* and *conditional* \(R^2\) values [127] that describe the amount of variance in project outcomes explained by our models. Marginal \(R^2\) values refer to the amount of variance in the outcome variable described by *fixed effects only* (in this case, our process measurements). Conditional \(R^2\) values refer to the amount of variance in the outcome variable described by *the entire model* (in this case, the process measurements as well as individual students and assignments).

We fit the following linear mixed models for semantic correctness \((C)\) and test suite coverage \((T)\), using our metrics as fixed effects.\(^5\)

\[
C \sim POB + MOB + PSB + MSB + MOS + (1|\text{student}) + (1|\text{project})
\]

\[
T \sim POB + MOB + PSB + MSB + MOS + (1|\text{student}) + (1|\text{project})
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>(p)</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>(p)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POB</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>(&lt; 0.001^*)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>(&lt; 0.001^*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOB</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSB</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSB</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOS</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.03*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Residual Std. Err. = 0.23
Marginal \(R^2 = 0.05\)
Conditional \(R^2 = 0.39\)

Residual Std. Err. = 0.11
Marginal \(R^2 = 0.10\)
Conditional \(R^2 = 0.17\)

\(^4\)https://www.eclema.org/jacoco/

\(^5\)The notation \((1|\text{factor})\) means that \text{factor} was used as a random effect.
The models are summarised in Table 5.1. Estimates suggest that project-wide overall balance \((POB)\) of test code and solution code is positively related with semantic correctness and test coverage. Additionally, test coverage has a positive relationship with method-specific per-session balance (and \(MSB\)) of test and solution code, and a significant but weak negative relationship with the amount of testing effort put in before finalizing solution code \((MOS)\).

To gain a more fine-grained understanding of our measures and their effects, we fit another “process-based” model for each outcome, only including the time-based measures:

\[
C \sim PSB + MSB + MOS + (1|\text{student}) + (1|\text{project}) \\
T \sim PSB + MSB + MOS + (1|\text{student}) + (1|\text{project})
\]

The models are summarised in Table 5.2. Notice that \(PSB\) is significantly related to both outcomes in the process-based model, but not in the overall model in Table 5.1.

Table 5.2: ANCOVA model summary for process-based testing effort (only including metrics that take time into account.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>(C)</th>
<th>(T)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estimate</td>
<td>(p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSB</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.005*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSB</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOS</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Semantic correctness \((C)\) and test coverage \((T)\) were positively related to project-wide per-session balance of test and solution code \((PSB)\). That is, project implementations tended to be more semantically correct, and their test-suites tended to have higher condition coverage, when students wrote more test code each time they sat down to work on the project. Test coverage was also positively related to the balance of testing effort devoted to individual methods in each work session \((MSB)\), i.e., condition coverage tended to be higher when more testing effort was devoted to methods that were edited during the same work session.

The \(MOS\) metric measures the percentage of testing effort that tends to be put in before the relevant solution method has been finalised. Whether testing effort took place more predominantly before or after the relevant solution code was finalised was irrelevant to semantic correctness. On the other hand, test coverage had a negative relationship with \(MOS\), suggesting that implementations tended to have stronger tests when a higher proportion of the testing effort devoted to a method was expended after the method was finalised.
5.5 Discussion

Why is semantic correctness not associated with writing test code for relevant solution code? Notice that method-specific per-session balance of test code and solution code (MSB) was not significantly related to semantic correctness (Table 5.2). Does this mean that it does not matter what test code a developer writes, only that they write some test code? It would be surprising and counter-intuitive to think so. However, it may be that, for this population, the variance in correctness explained by the specificity of test code written is subsumed by the variance explained by simply writing test code consistently.

Why is PSB significantly related to outcomes in the process-based model (Table 5.2), but not in the overall model (Table 5.1)? It may be that the variance explained by consistently writing software tests in each work session is subsumed by the variance in explained by maintaining an overall balance of testing effort.

How does one balance test code and solution code over time, while also writing more test code after the relevant solution methods have been finalised? In §5.4, we saw that a better balance of solution code and test code over time (PSB) was related to better project outcomes, and that writing a higher proportion of test code before the relevant solution is finalised led to less thorough test suites. These findings together suggest that while regular, balanced testing is important to test coverage, it is also important to put in testing effort after pieces of functionality have been completed.

Why are higher amounts of “test last code” related to test suites with higher code coverage scores? It is possible that students were able to better compose tests for existing (“finalised”) functionality—that is, they may have found it easier to identify untested conditions or statements after the relevant code had already been written. It is also possible that students, being incentivised to maximise the code coverage achieved by their test suites, went about systematically increasing their code coverage scores after they had finalised the work for a project. If this happened, they would be driving up their code coverage with test code written after the relevant code had been finalised, contributing to the MOS metric’s negative relationship with test suite thoroughness.

What do the low marginal R² values suggest? The process measurements show significant relationships with semantic correctness and test suite coverage. Marginal (fixed effects only) R² values [127] for both models suggest that this effect size is small (5% for C and 10% for T). There are likely to be numerous unexplained sources of variation when measuring human behaviour. In other words, any number of unaccounted-for factors could affect the quality of software produced by student developers. Those factors are not under study. The goal of this study was to determine the impact of balancing solution and test coding effort on project quality, and the models are able to answer our research questions with statistical confidence. It could also be that the assignments in this CS3 course do not “hit the right switches”, i.e., success did not demand strict incremental testing. After all, they were not explicitly designed to do so. Future work should involve a similar study using semester-long...
projects from software engineering courses, more closely imitating real-world scenarios.

5.6 Threats to Validity

Internal. Since we do not have strictly defined experimental and control groups, we do not claim direct causality between process measurements and project outcomes. Our sample of student developers is sufficiently large and does not suffer from a selection bias. Therefore, we do not believe that this is a serious threat to validity. Subjects had mechanical experience with the JUnit testing framework from a previous course. Multiple class periods were devoted to teaching material about project management skills, including incremental software testing, before the first project was assigned, possibly mitigating threats from differential experience.

External. Findings based on this particular population of students and assignments might not generalise to all junior level student programmers. Further, student behaviour is often motivated by a number of unknown external factors (for example, deadlines and responsibilities from other courses). It is unclear if or how this might have affected our findings, other than to observe that this semester seemed typical of our long experience with the course.

Construct. The largest threat to construct validity is related to the computation of the event stream described in §5.1.3. Specifically, we link test methods and solution methods if a given test method directly invokes a given solution method. However, it could be that the solution method was not the ‘focal point’ [77] of the test method, and was only being invoked to set up the test case, or to gain access to the method that was actually being tested. This could have increased the number of MODIFY_TEST_FOR_SELF events for some solution methods, affecting our process measurements. However, if a solution method is directly invoked in a test, it is reasonable to claim that the method is being tested, regardless of developer intent. Indeed, this is the basis for code coverage, which treats methods (or statements, branches, etc.) as “covered” upon invocation “somewhere in the call stack”.

5.7 Summary

All in all, our findings support the conventional wisdom about the virtues of incremental testing. We can tell with some confidence that students do not consistently practice testing as they work on projects, and that this behaviour has the potential to negatively affect their project outcomes. We did not find support for the notion that writing tests first leads to improved project outcomes. The balance metrics described in §5.2.1— particularly PSB—put us in a position where we should be able to determine during development whether a student is engaging in these counter-productive behaviours.

The course we study is a required part of the CS undergraduate curriculum, and we included all consenting students (>96%) enrolled in the course as subjects.
Chapter 6

Improving the Assessment of Software Test Quality

Software testing is an important aspect of software engineering, but students struggle with writing effective tests [60, 158]. Too often, students seem disinclined to practice software testing [35] and display poor testing abilities [60, 158]. As incorporating software testing into programming courses has become routine practice [5, 95, 158], educators have considered how best to evaluate student-written software tests [61, 78, 171]. Computer science departments are increasingly interested in providing incremental feedback about students’ test suites using automated assessment tools (AATs) [136]. Examples of these systems [135, 158, 166] include Web-CAT [60] and ASSYST [88]. Of these, Web-CAT is the most widely used [136], serving over 120 institutions in the US. Feedback provided by these systems is usually expected to be immediate.

Numerous strategies have been proposed [1, 60, 78] for giving feedback on software test suites, but they are limited in terms of their strength as test adequacy criteria [1, 85], their ability to give incremental feedback on intermediate submissions [63, 78], or their high computational cost [1, 152]. We consider one such approach, mutation analysis, as a candidate for evaluating the quality of students’ software tests. Mutation analysis is widely considered a strong test adequacy criterion whose use is limited largely by its computational cost. For our uses in particular, it may be untenable to enable automated mutation-based feedback in an AAT like Web-CAT. In this chapter, we evaluate various mutation analysis approaches for their suitability for deployment into an AAT. We propose our own approaches that appear to drastically reduce the cost of mutation analysis while preserving its effectiveness as a strong test adequacy criterion.

I begin with a general discussion of test adequacy criteria (§6.1.1), mutation analysis and its related literature (§6.1.2), and the use of test adequacy criteria in educational contexts (§6.1.3). Following this, I motivate and state my research questions (§6.2.1), context (§6.2.2) and results (§6.3–§6.6). I close with a discussion of results (§6.7) and threats to validity (§6.8), and conclude (§6.9).

The work presented in this chapter is based on an as-yet-unpublished manuscript. I am the main contributor and will be the first author on the resulting research paper.
6.1 Background

In the following section, I discuss various test adequacy criteria and their limitations, and how mutation analysis addresses these limitations (§6.1.1). I then discuss the primary challenge associated with mutation analysis—its computational cost—and existing efforts to mitigate it (§6.1.2.2).

6.1.1 Test Adequacy Criteria

A test adequacy criterion is a predicate that defines the program constructs that should be executed and the conditions that must be met for a given test or set of tests to be considered “adequate”. Numerous forms of testing criteria are in use today. In this section, I discuss various methods of testing a program and their related adequacy criteria. For the purposes of this discussion, I partially conform to the categorisation from Zhu et al. [176], which describes structural testing and fault-based testing criteria. Zhu also defines error-based testing, which is somewhat limited to numerical software or software with limited input domains. Further, there is a distinction between test adequacy based on a program and based on a specification; this discussion focuses on the testing of a program.

6.1.1.1 Structural Testing

Structural testing aims to satisfy the requirement that certain elements or constructs of a program or specification have been exercised. A program can typically undergo structural testing using two types of test-adequacy criteria (independently or in concert with one another): control-flow or data-flow adequacy criteria.

Control-flow adequacy criteria. First, a control-flow graph (CFG) for a program is computed. A CFG is a directed graph in which each node is a linear sequence of computations [176] (or a basic block, i.e., “a maximal sequence of simple statements with one entry point such that if the first statement is executed, all statements in the block will be executed” [130]). Each directed edge represents a transfer of control from one basic block to another. Possible execution paths through the program can be computed by starting at the CFG’s entry point and following edges until a termination.

The CFG forms the basis of code-coverage test adequacy criteria [126]. Statement coverage is the most basic form of code coverage, and requires that all statements in the program (or basic blocks in the graph) be executed by the test suite at least once. This is known to be a weak test adequacy criterion.

Decision coverage is a stronger control-flow adequacy criterion that requires that each edge in the CFG be executed at least once. For the program, this translates to the requirement that all decisions (one or more conditions joined by AND or OR operators) be made to evaluate
to both \texttt{true} and \texttt{false} at least once. This can be strengthened further by taking into account the (possibly multiple) conditions that make up decisions in the programs. \textit{Condition coverage} requires that all conditions in all decisions evaluate to \texttt{true} and \texttt{false} at least once. \textit{Decision / condition coverage (DCC)} requires that both condition coverage and decision coverage are satisfied. \textit{Modified condition / decision coverage (MCDC)} requires that DCC is satisfied and that every condition has been shown to affect its decision’s outcome. MCDC is the criterion used by the FAA to ensure test adequacy for safety critical software in aircraft [72]. \textit{Multiple condition coverage} requires that the entire truth table for all decisions be satisfied. This is typically not a practically feasible option due to the high redundancy between execution paths that is likely to occur.

\textbf{Data-flow adequacy criteria.} In data-flow adequacy [73], information about the flow of data is introduced into the CFG for a program. That is, nodes are characterised in terms of the variables that are defined and used in them. The \textit{definition} of a variable occurs when a value is assigned to it. The \textit{use} of a variable occurs when an already-defined variable’s value is used during execution. Uses can be \textit{computation uses}—those that affect a computation or output—or they can be \textit{predicate uses}—those that affect control flow of the program. Incorporating this into the CFG, computation uses exist on the nodes of the CFG, and predicate uses exist on the edges. A \textit{def-use pair} for some variable \(x\) is a pair of nodes in which the first contains a definition of \(x\), and second contains a use of \(x\).

Data-flow adequacy is satisfied when all def-use pairs for all variables are executed by the tests. Like control-flow adequacy, data-flow adequacy can be measured in different ways, i.e., by considering only computation uses, predicate uses, or both.

\subsection{Fault-Based Testing}

In fault-based testing, test suites are evaluated on their ability to detect defects that manifest in program state or output. This is typically done by seeding artificial errors into otherwise “correct” programs and evaluating the test suite’s ability to detect them. Fundamentally, this is advantageous over structural testing methods since they are satisfied only by exercising specific constructs, whereas fault-based testing is sensitive to the propagation of faulty program state or output to the tests. In terms of automated tests, fault-based criteria are sensitive to the \textit{assertions} in the tests.

\textbf{All-pairs execution.} In an educational setting, we can take advantage of the fact that we have access to multiple “real” implementations for the same program specification (i.e., assignments completed by multiple students). The all-pairs approach, proposed by Goldwasser as a “fun way to incorporate aspects of software testing” in the classroom [78], involves running each student’s test cases against every other student’s implementation. The adequacy score of the student’s test cases is determined by measuring the percentage of known faults (in other students’ programs) the test cases are able to uncover. The approach has been implemented in multiple contexts and flavours [27, 36, 61, 171], and evaluations have been
found it to be effective at revealing deficiencies test suites. It affords a diverse set of “real” edge cases available in tests and solutions from classrooms-full of students.

**Mutation analysis.** In mutation analysis, artificial defects are injected into a program, creating faulty variants of the original. Test adequacy is measured by the percentage of faulty variants that are detected by the test suite, i.e., by a failing test. Ignoring the fact that mutation analysis was first developed many years before Goldwasser’s experiment, one can look at it as an automated and autonomous way of implementing all-pairs execution.

In the following section, I describe mutation analysis in some detail and discuss its strengths and its primary weakness—its computational cost.

### 6.1.2 Mutation Analysis—A Silver Bullet?

Proposed in the 1970s by DeMillo et al. [51], mutation analysis is a fault-based test adequacy criterion in which small defects (mutations) are injected into a program, creating faulty versions of the original—called mutants. Mutations are typically small syntactic changes. The types of mutations that can be made are called mutation operators. While the number of possible mutation operators is essentially infinite in principle, mutation operators have more or less been designed based on years of knowledge of and experience with human-made errors in programming [102]. If a mutant is detected by the test suite, i.e., by a test that fails after introducing the mutant, it is said to be killed. Likewise, if a mutant is not killed, it is said to have survived. The test suite’s mutation adequacy score can then be measured as the percentage of mutants that were killed. Mutation analysis can be used to assess the adequacy of a test suite, or to guide a tester such that they know when a program is “tested enough”.

Mutation analysis is the strongest test adequacy criterion currently available. Offutt showed that it subsumes the structural testing criteria described in §6.1.1.1. That is, a test set that satisfies the mutation adequacy criterion is theoretically proven to also satisfy strong condition coverage and data-flow testing criteria [130]. Separately, Wong & Mathur showed that mutation analysis subsumes data-flow testing criteria [169]. Mutation analysis is also flexible, i.e., it can be and has been applied in a variety of programming languages (e.g., Java [45, 96, 117, 147], C [50], C# [55], JavaScript [125], and FORTRAN [102]), paradigms (e.g., object-oriented [172], functional [109]), and can be used for other testable artefacts like design specifications.

#### 6.1.2.1 Underlying Assumptions

The validity of mutation analysis as a test-adequacy criterion relies on two fundamental assumptions: the competent programmer hypothesis and the coupling effect [33]. The soundness of these assumptions is not self-evident, and researchers have theoretically and empirically
evaluated their veracity.

The Competent Programmer Hypothesis. Proposed by DeMillo et al., this hypothesis states that developers tend to produce programs that are mostly correct, i.e., their programs require a few syntactic changes to reach correctness [51]. Therefore, if we generate mutants by making small syntactic changes to the program, we are producing faulty versions that are close to those that are likely to occur “naturally”. This hypothesis has been tested with varying levels of rigour (e.g., [53]¹, [4, 80, 97]). Andrews et al. found that the ease with which real faults and hand-seeded faults were detected were approximately similar [4]. Gopinath et al. note that since this study is based only on eight C programs, and since the conclusion was drawn from a single program, the findings are not quite convincing [80]. In their larger study involving projects in C (n = 1850), Java (n = 1128), Python (n = 1000), and Haskell (n = 1393), Gopinath et al. measured the edit distance from “real” faults and the patches that fixed them. They found that real faults had a mean token distance of three to four, i.e., it would take 3–4 character replacements to turn a fault into a correct program or vice-versa. Papadakis et al. interpret this to be partial confirmation of the Competent Programmer Hypothesis [134]. However, Gopinath stresses that, since the vast majority of mutation operators make single-edit mutations, their findings increase the dependence of mutation analysis on the Coupling Effect.

The Coupling Effect. Also proposed by DeMillo et al., the coupling effect states that “test data that distinguishes all programs from a correct one by only simple errors is so sensitive that it also implicitly distinguishes more complex errors” [51]. Offutt further distinguished between the “Coupling Effect” and the “Mutation Coupling Effect“ [129]. Say that simple faults (or mutants) are made by making a single syntactical change, and complex faults (or mutants) are created by making more than one change. Then the Coupling Effect states that “complex faults are coupled to simple faults in such a way that a test data set that detects all simple faults in a program will detect a high percentage of complex faults”. And the Mutation Coupling Effect says “complex mutants are coupled to simple mutants in such a way that a test data set that detects all simple mutants in a program will detect a high percentage of complex mutants”. If this holds true, then Gopinath’s fears regarding the prevalence of single-character mutation operators can be alleviated. Theoretically and empirically, the Coupling Effect and the Mutation Coupling Effect have been found to be true. Offutt found that test data designed to kill all first order (single-edit) mutants killed over 99% of second and third order mutants [129].

Other work investigating these two underlying assumptions is summarised in the survey of mutation testing research between 1970 and 2008 from Jia & Harman [93].

¹Technical report, no evidence of peer review.
6.1.2.2 Efforts to Reduce the Cost of Mutation Analysis

While the exact number of mutants generated is dependent on the mutation operators used, it is also proportional to elements of program size. In 1979, Acree et al. claimed that the number of mutants is in $O(Lines \times Refs)$, where $Lines$ is the number of lines of code, and $Refs$ is the number of data references, going on to say that this is $O(Lines \times Lines)$ for most programs. In 1980, Budd claimed that it is in $O(Values \times Refs)$, where $Values$ is the number of data objects. Offutt et al. tested these claims statistically, finding that $Lines$ was only a modest predictor of the number of mutants, but that $Values$ and $Refs$ were strong predictors.

The computational cost of mutation analysis comes from the fact that it requires the execution of a test suite potentially hundreds or thousands of times, i.e., for each generated mutant. Exacerbating this situation is the likelihood of generating trivial mutants, equivalent mutants, and subsumed mutants, which can artificially drive up or down a test suite’s mutation score, while simultaneously increasing cost:

- **Trivial mutants** are trivially easy to kill, and are nearly always killed by a test suite.
- **Equivalent mutants** are functionally equivalent to the source code, and therefore impossible to kill. These mutants tend to artificially drive down a test suite’s mutation adequacy score.
- **Subsumed mutants** are those mutants that are killed by a superset of the tests that kill some other mutant. That is, when the subsuming mutant is killed, the subsumed mutant is also killed.
- **Duplicate mutants** are functionally equivalent to other killable mutants.

Considerable effort has been devoted to reducing the cost of mutation testing (e.g., [49, 51, 54, 107, 131, 132, 155, 175]). Jia & Harman’s survey [93] clusters these efforts into two categories:

- **Do fewer approaches**, those that reduce the number of generated mutants, and
- **Do faster approaches**, those that reduce the execution cost using other system or compiler level optimisations, e.g., by mutating byte code in memory instead of source code on disk [45]

In this chapter, we are concerned with mutant reduction techniques. Specifically, we investigate the practicality of selective mutation approaches [121, 131], i.e., approaches that generate a subset of all possible mutation operators that significantly reduce cost without incurring a significant loss in effectiveness.

In a seminal example of selective mutation, Offutt et al. experimentally determined a sufficient set of operators [131]. They found that of the 22 operators originally used in Mothra [52, 102], one of the first mutation analysis systems, a subset of just 5 key operators performed nearly as well as the complete set (99.5% mutation adequacy), with considerable cost savings (77.56% fewer mutants generated). Namin et al. [155] later used a statistical procedure to extract a subset of 28 sufficient operators out of the 108 operators available in
a newer alternative system called Proteum [50].

Reducing the number of mutants further, Untch [162] proposed producing mutants simply by systematically deleting statements from the target program, instead of applying a (full or selective) set of several mutation operators. This initial evaluation of statement deletion (SDL) yielded positive results, prompting Offutt et al. to carry out an empirical evaluation of SDL [54] and other deletion operators [49]. SDL eliminated 81% of mutants that would otherwise have been generated using Offutt’s sufficient set of 5 operators, with only a small but acceptable loss in accuracy. At the same time, SDL was found to be much less likely to produce equivalent mutants (mutants that are functionally the same as the original program, and thus impossible to kill) or duplicate mutants (mutants that are functionally the same as other mutants). These studies provide convincing evidence that mutation by deletion offers a possible path toward practical and scalable mutation testing.

In an educational context, Shams & Edwards [152] identified and partially solved key problems associated with introducing mutation analysis into a CS2 course. Selective mutation was identified as a practical choice for applying mutation testing in the classroom. They compared the effectiveness of various selective mutation approaches with other measures of test quality [61]. Of the mutator subsets evaluated, mutation by deletion was identified as the most effective in terms of cost and effectiveness as a test adequacy criterion.

6.1.3 Test Adequacy Criteria in Education and Their Limitations

Many strategies have been proposed [1, 60, 78] for giving feedback on software test suites, but they have multiple limitations [1, 61, 63]. There are primarily three approaches for giving students feedback about the quality of their software tests: code coverage, all-pairs execution, and mutation analysis (see Table 6.1).

**Code coverage.** Code coverage measures are the most widely used test adequacy criteria, in both education [60, 88, 159] and industry [87, 138]. They are inexpensive to compute and easy to reason about, and so are a popular choice in AATs that aim to provide students with rapid feedback. However, code coverage measures have been shown to be weak test adequacy criteria [1, 61, 85]. A key reason is that criterion satisfaction is not sensitive to the propagation of output or program state to the test output (i.e., through the use of assertions); they are satisfied as long as code is executed (“covered”) by the test suite. Inozemtseva et al. showed that code coverage does not have a high correlation with test suite effectiveness after test suite size has been controlled for [85]. Elbaum et al. studied the impact of software evolution on code coverage [64] They found that small changes to the code base lead to relatively large deteriorations in code coverage, and that consequently code coverage is not likely to stay stable throughout a project’s evolution. In the classroom, code coverage has been shown to be an easily “game-able” measurement, in the sense that students can directly manipulate it without substantively changing the quality of their tests [1]. Indeed, including coverage measures in project grading encourages students to maximise their adequacy of
their test suites as measured by the criterion, rather than focusing on the actual quality of their test suites (i.e., its defect detection capability). The result is that code coverage distributions tend to cluster around the 100% mark \cite{1, 151}, regardless of the actual quality of students’ test cases.

**All-pairs execution.** Edwards observed that a naive implementation of all-pairs approaches in the classroom would either require students to exclusively practice a form of black-box testing, or it would depend on students’ solutions and tests compiling together. This assumption cannot be relied upon when students are given the freedom to create alternative designs, as is the case in most upper-level CS courses. The all-pairs approach also depends on all students having completed their projects and tests, precluding the possibility of feedback for intermediate submissions. Additionally, others have considered measuring the positive verification ability of a test, i.e., its ability to accurately identify correct solutions. Wrenn et al. \cite{171} describe the problem of over-zealous tests, which make assertions about implementation details that are not part of the requirement specification. In all-pairs execution as described above, it is important to eliminate such tests from the corpus of available test cases, or to help students produce correct test cases as they work toward project completion \cite{27, 170}.

Buffardi highlights the importance of unit test accuracy, which considers both defect detection and positive verification ability when assessing student-written test suites \cite{36, 37}. However, measuring unit test accuracy requires the use of a known-good reference solution against which student-written tests must compile. Like other all-pairs methods, these assessments cannot easily be applied in assignments where students are free to design their own solutions.

**Mutation analysis.** Mutation analysis mitigates the limitations of both code coverage and all-pairs approaches. As a test adequacy criterion, it subsumes strong forms of structural testing criteria described in §6.1.1.1 (\cite{130}). It also does not require students to have complete solutions before they can receive feedback, mitigating the limitations associated with all-pairs methods. Aaltonen et al. compared code coverage and mutation testing in terms of their ability to effectively evaluate student-written tests \cite{1}. Students found it easier to fool code coverage tools, and more difficult to achieve a high mutation score. However, this work only examined the accuracy of the scores, without exploring the cost of deployment or the feasibility of using the approach for providing incremental feedback to students.

Mutation analysis is well known for its high run-time cost (e.g., Section 3 in Jia & Harman’s survey \cite{93}). The process may involve creating potentially hundreds of mutants from the original program and then running the test suite against all of them. Cost is a significant concern in an educational context, since it reduces the opportunity to provide incremental feedback to students as they work, say, using an AAT like Web-CAT. In this chapter, we explore approaches to reduce this cost using selective mutation.
6.2. Research Method

6.2.1 Research Questions

We performed an empirical study to provide educators with an efficient, scalable mechanism to evaluate student test suites using mutation analysis. We study the following research questions:

RQ1: **How efficient is mutation analysis at providing automated feedback on test suites?** We study whether it is necessary to improve the efficiency of mutation analysis at all for student code. It may be that the smaller size of these projects allows mutation analysis to scale “as is”. We evaluate the efficiency of using mutation analysis for automated feedback, in terms of the time taken for individual submissions to generate mutation results. We interpret results in terms of running time under typical and peak submission loads faced by the AAT server at our institution, which runs Web-CAT [60].

RQ2: **Is mutation by deletion [49, 54] a cost-effective alternative to comprehensive mutation for educational software projects of varying complexities?** Shams’ evaluation [151] found statement deletion to be a cost-effective approach for evaluating the test suites produced by novice CS students. We believe this result is promising, so we conduct an evaluation of deletion operators set on a more general corpus of student-produced codebases.

RQ3: **Can the cost of mutation by deletion be reduced further?** Even though mutation by deletion represents notable runtime savings over comprehensive mutation, it may be possible to reduce this cost further. We evaluate whether cost-effective subsets of the deletion set of operators can perform comparably well at evaluating the thoroughness of a test suite.

RQ4: **Are the benefits of different mutation strategies project dependent?** Our analyses were conducted on a diverse set of programs, based on size and complexity (and

Table 6.1: Test evaluation techniques used in CS education and their strengths and weaknesses. * = Addressed in this chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Strong test adequacy criterion?</th>
<th>Supports incremental feedback?</th>
<th>Fast response?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Code coverage</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[60, 158]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-pairs execution</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37, 63, 78, 171]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation analysis</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗ *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1, 152]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
therefore in terms of the mutants produced). We investigate whether our chosen selective mutation strategies vary in terms of cost-effectiveness based on the size of the projects under test. This would allow educators to make a more informed choice of operator subset to use for test suite evaluation.

Table 6.2: Programming tasks undertaken by students in our sample, and descriptions of their implementations. # Mutants indicates the number of mutants generated under the FULL set. Projects 1–4 are CS2 projects, and 5–7 are CS3 projects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>Cyc. Comp.</th>
<th># Mutants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>µ</td>
<td>σ</td>
<td>µ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bag (data structures implemented)</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>139.20</td>
<td>13.84</td>
<td>26.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Linked stack</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>204.29</td>
<td>22.85</td>
<td>38.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Array-based queue</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>448.00</td>
<td>39.71</td>
<td>104.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Linked list</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>718.02</td>
<td>221.53</td>
<td>147.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Hash table, doubly-linked list</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>724.26</td>
<td>142.33</td>
<td>152.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hash table, sparse matrix</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>946.56</td>
<td>178.69</td>
<td>202.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Bintree, skip-list</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>1263.18</td>
<td>303.22</td>
<td>261.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1389</td>
<td>650,515</td>
<td>136,763</td>
<td>2,521,871</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2.2 Study Context

We studied Java projects developed by students enrolled in the CS2 and CS3 courses at Virginia Tech. These students have taken several prerequisite programming courses, most of them in Java, and are acquainted with the JUnit testing framework and writing their own unit tests. Students were required to write unit tests for their projects, and part of their grade depended on the thoroughness of their test suites (as measured by code coverage criteria).

The CS2 corpus included submissions to four programming assignments in which students were asked to implement and test a simple data structure, including: 1) an array-based bag; 2) an array-based stack; 3) an array-based queue; and 4) a linked list. Students in this course produced 1019 distinct submissions. In total, these submissions comprised 294,230 source lines of code (SLoC) and led to the generation of 993,602 mutants.

The CS3 corpus included submissions to three large and complex programming assignments. Students were given four weeks to work on each assignment. Each project asked the students to implement one or more data structures, including: 1) a memory management package with a hash table; 2) a sparse matrix; and 3) a Bintree, which is a kind of binary
tree designed for storing and querying spatial data. Students in the CS3 course produced 370 distinct submissions. These submissions together made up 356,285 SLoC, and led to the generation of 1,528,269 mutants.

Together these comprise 1389 submissions to seven programming assignments of increasing size (Figure 6.1). Descriptions of the assignments and their submissions are presented in Table 6.2.

Figure 6.1: Our corpus contains submissions to assignments of increasing sizes (source lines of code). Whiskers indicate the 5th and 95th percentiles.

Language and tooling. We focus on testing Java programs, since Java is widely used in introductory and advanced programming courses at the secondary and post-secondary levels. We used PIT [45], the state-of-the-art mutation testing system for the JVM, to conduct mutation analysis. The Java language has attracted the development of a mature collection of mutation testing tools [45, 96, 117, 147]. Of these, μJava [117] has received the most attention in the software testing literature [48, 93, 103]. PIT [45] and MAJOR [96] are newer tools, still under active development. PIT was found to be the most robust and easy-to-use mutation tool for Java programs [48]. It is designed to be highly scalable, which makes it suitable for practical mutation testing to drive incremental feedback. It has seen much academic scrutiny in recent years [50, 103, 104, 108, 175], and the current version has undergone empirically motivated improvements. Laurent et al. empirically compared PIT with two well-known mutation analysis systems for Java—μJava and MAJOR—in terms of their defect-detecting capabilities [104, 108], using all possible mutation operators for each system. PIT was extended with additional operators based in research on mutation testing [45] (added in v14.4.4). Subsequent evaluation established that, as of this writing, mutation adequacy under the full set of PIT operators is the most stringent mutation-based measure of test suite thoroughness for Java programs [104, 108].
Building on the past performance of deletion operators (§6.1.2.2) in other languages and tools, and on PIT’s current dominance of the Java mutation testing space in terms of effectiveness [104] and performance [61], we have analysed selective mutation using PIT with the goal of reducing the cost of mutation testing while maintaining performance on par with the comprehensive set of PIT operators.

Table 6.3: Selective mutation approaches evaluated for use in an AAT in this chapter, including the incremental subsets evaluated in §6.6. The Ref. column refers to the first proposal of the specified subset. ⋆ = Proposed in this chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>PIT Operators</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Practical for an AAT?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FULL</td>
<td>See Table 2 in [108]</td>
<td>[52]</td>
<td>RQ1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUFFICIENT</td>
<td>AOR, ROR, ABS, UOI</td>
<td>[131]</td>
<td>RQ2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELETION</td>
<td>RemoveConditionals, AOD, Non-</td>
<td>[49]</td>
<td>RQ2, RQ3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VoidMethodCalls, VoidMethodCalls,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MemberVariable, ConstructorCalls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-op Subset</td>
<td>RemoveConditionals, AOD</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>RQ4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-op Subset</td>
<td>RemoveConditionals</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>RQ4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3 Research Question 1

RQ1: How efficient is mutation analysis at providing automated feedback on test suites?

AATs tend to handle substantial throughput, particularly when they provide students with intermediate feedback on incremental submissions. This typically results in many dozens of students making submissions in close temporal proximity to each other. It is imperative that any mutation analysis strategy used in an AAT supports a reasonable response time so that students can make appropriate use of intermediate feedback. To provide context for this study, I provide concrete running times for mutation analysis on our AAT server, which runs Web-CAT. During peak submission times, the Web-CAT server at Virginia Tech receives 39 submissions per minute, or a submission every 1.5 seconds. The sustained throughput is 652 submissions per hour, or a submission about every 5.5 seconds. With these numbers in mind, we would ideally like to produce feedback from mutation analysis in under 5 or 10 seconds.

It is worth noting that: 1) Virginia Tech researchers created Web-CAT and deploy its updates; 2) the Virginia Tech Web-CAT server serves 20–30 institutions in the US; and

---

2 Of course, it is possible but expensive to scale horizontally and reduce running time. However, selective mutation helps to reduce the asymptotic cost of mutation analysis.
3) 100 or so other institutions with their own installations of Web-CAT would presumably adopt any improvements we made as a result of this research. As such, our motivations are driven by more than just the needs of Virginia Tech educators.

In this section we evaluate the efficiency of applying a comprehensive set of mutations to our corpus of target programs, in terms of the time taken to generate feedback on their tests.

6.3.1 Method

We define the FULL set of PIT operators to be all those used in the comparison of PIT with $\mu$Java and MAJOR by Laurent et al. [108] (see Table 2 in the reference), with some improvements. We omitted operators that would, by definition, duplicate mutants created by other operators. The ROR operator, which was added to PIT by Laurent et al., replaces occurrences of comparison operators with all other comparison operators. For example, the $<$ operator would be systematically replaced by $<=$, $>$, $>$=, $==$, and $!=$, for a total of 5 mutants. On the other hand, the ConditionalsBoundary operator would only replace it with $<=$, and NegateConditionals would only replace it with its negation (>=). Clearly, the mutants produced by these operators are duplicates of those created by ROR. We omitted the PrimitiveReturns and FalseReturns operators, which duplicate mutants that are produced by NonVoidMethodCalls. We also omitted the InvertNegatives operator, which duplicates mutants that are produced by the ABS operator. Finally, we omitted a subclass of the AOR operator (AOR1, according to PIT’s nomenclature), which would duplicate mutants produced by the Math operator. The FULL set of operators as described here is currently the strongest set of mutation operators available for Java programs [103, 108].

Mutation analysis was run on 1389 submissions, and results and running times were collected for each submission. Analysis was run on a machine with two 16-core 2.60 GHz Intel Xeon Gold 6142 CPUs and 256GB RAM running CentOS 7. This machine specification is similar to what is used to run our Web-CAT server.

6.3.2 Result

Mutation analysis using the FULL set is not efficient enough for incremental feedback. Mutation analysis took a median of 0.51 minutes to run per submission in the CS2 course, and 5.04 minutes per submission in the CS3 course. Feedback times that are this slow might result in intolerable slowdowns on the Web-CAT server that would be experienced by a sizeable community of users. Effects would be exacerbated during peak submissions times, when the server handles up to 40 submissions a minute. Additionally, consider the fact that students receive feedback about correctness in 5–10 seconds. To a student that already displays a disinclination to practice regular testing [95], testing feedback that is this much slower may not motivate or help the student to actively identify weaknesses in their
test suites as they work on projects.

6.4 Research Question 2

RQ2: *Is mutation by deletion a cost-effective alternative to comprehensive mutation for educational software projects of varying complexities?*

Having found that the FULL set of PIT operators is not efficient enough for incremental feedback in AATs, in this section we evaluate the cost-effectiveness of mutation by deletion, i.e., mutating the program by systematically removing statements or constructs. Statement deletion been found to be an efficient mutation analysis approach in other educational contexts [151]. However, the efficiency of the deletion set has so far not been evaluated for the common educational context of automated assessment systems, and its effectiveness has only been evaluated on codebases produced by novice CS students. We compare the performance of deletion operators with that of the FULL set of operators (§6.3) and a key operator subset from the literature, the SUFFICIENT set.

6.4.1 Method

Mutation results for each operator can be determined from output generated by PIT. A single PIT run emits rich data for each generated mutant, including the type of operator used and its survival status. This allows information—like mutation coverage and number of mutants generated—to be determined for arbitrary subsets after a single run using all PIT operators.

We define the DELETION set to be a subset of PIT operators that approximates the statement deletion (SDL) and operator deletion (ODL) mutation operators for Java [49, 54]. Since PIT operates on Java bytecode, a precise replication of those deletion operators is not practical. We use 6 operators as our DELETION set (Table 6.3).

We define the SUFFICIENT set of PIT operators as a research-based subset intended to produce significantly fewer mutants while maintaining effectiveness. In 2017, Laurent et al. [108] extended PIT with operators from the literature, including most of Offutt’s experimentally determined sufficient set [131]. The SUFFICIENT set of mutation operators in PIT is Table 6.3.

We define two dependent variables:

---

3 We did not use the OBBN mutation operator—variants of which mutate by deleting bitwise operators and operands—because only 5.7% of submissions contained bitwise operations at all.

4 The Logical Connector Replacement (LCR) operator does not exist in PIT. The && and || logical connectors do not translate to single bytecode instructions, but instead to branching instructions which are mutated by ROR.
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- **Cost**: The number of mutants per thousand lines of code (KSLoC)
- **Accuracy**: A measure of deviation of a subset’s coverage from coverage that would be achieved using the FULL set, defined as follows:

\[
\text{Accuracy} = 1 - \text{squared err.} = 1 - (\text{FULL cov.} - \text{Subset cov.})^2
\]

Accuracy is measured against the FULL set because it is the strongest form of mutation testing currently available for Java projects (§6.2.2).

We measured the cost and accuracy for the FULL, SUFFICIENT, and DELETION subsets of operators, for our corpus of 1389 submissions. We used an ANOVA followed by posthoc pairwise comparisons to determine the differences between the cost and accuracy of individual subsets. Results are summarised in Table 6.4 and Figure 6.2.

6.4.2 Result

**Mutation by DELETION** is a cost-effective alternative for smaller codebases, but its running time still presents challenges for more larger codebases. A one-way ANOVA indicated a statistically significant difference in cost measured in mutants per KSLoC ($F(2, 4164)=5110.50, p < 0.01$) between the DELETION ($\mu = 678.09$), SUFFICIENT ($\mu = 1594.68$) and FULL ($\mu = 3430.56$) operator sets. Similarly, a one-way ANOVA also indicated a statistically significant difference in accuracy ($F(2, 4164)=630.46, p < 0.001$) between the DELETION ($\mu = 0.995$), SUFFICIENT ($\mu = 0.997$), and FULL ($\mu = 1.00$) sets. Posthoc analysis using Tukey’s HSD test showed statistically significant pairwise differences between the subset groups in terms of both cost and accuracy ($p < 0.01$ for all pairs), and indicated that both cost and accuracy decreased in the order FULL $\rightarrow$ SUFFICIENT $\rightarrow$ DELETION. Effect sizes calculated using Cohen’s $d$ [44] showed that cost decreased much more precipitously than accuracy (Table 6.4).

This is visually apparent in Figure 6.2, which shows the accuracy of coverage and the cost of using the DELETION, SUFFICIENT, and FULL subsets. Note that there is no distribution for the accuracy of the FULL set, only a line, since accuracy was measured against the FULL set.

Although accuracy seems to be slightly lower for DELETION operators, observe that the accuracy axis is lower-bound at 0.94. This suggests that, though weaker than the FULL or SUFFICIENT sets, the DELETION set still provides an effective evaluation of a test suite’s thoroughness. The difference in accuracy could possibly be attributed to the FULL and SUFFICIENT sets producing more equivalent mutants (mutants that are functionally identical to the original program, and thus impossible to kill) than the DELETION set.\(^5\) This would

\(^5\)We do not omit equivalent mutants in this analysis. Automatic identification of equivalent mutants is an impossible task [32], and manual inspection would render incremental feedback impossible in practice. See §6.8.
be consistent with previous findings that the SDL operator tends to generate few equivalent mutants (< 4%) [54]. It is also intuitive, since equivalent mutants under the DELETION set would indicate redundant code.

The running time cost of the DELETION set shows notable savings over the FULL set (§6.3). However, there is still a need for improvement if one were to use the DELETION set to offer automated feedback in an AAT. This is particularly true for larger and more complex projects, i.e., those in the CS3 corpus. The DELETION set took a median of 4.75 seconds to run per submission in the CS2 course, and 1.11 minutes per submission in the CS3 course.

Using the DELETION set is considerably cheaper than using the SUFFICIENT set, which in turn is cheaper than using the FULL set. These sizeable differences in cost coupled with relatively smaller differences in accuracy suggest that the PIT DELETION set is a promising path forward for cost-effective mutation analysis.

This analysis can be seen as a replication study that gathers more support for previous work evaluating deletion operators. We found support for findings from Untch [162], Offutt et al. [49, 54], and Dereźniżka et al. [56] that found mutation by deletion to be highly cost-effective, and partial support for Shams [151], who found that statement deletion (SDL) represented a promising path toward the use of mutation testing in an educational context.

### 6.5 Research Question 3

**RQ3: Can the cost of mutation by deletion be reduced further?**

In this section, we investigate whether a subset of the DELETION set performs comparably well at approximating FULL coverage.
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![Accuracy and cost of the DELETION, SUFFICIENT, and FULL subsets of mutation operators (n = 1389). All three subsets have high accuracy, but the DELETION set is considerably cheaper than the FULL and SUFFICIENT sets.](image)

6.5.1 Method

We formulate our problem as a regression problem:

- **Independent variables:** Coverage percentage achieved under individual operators
- **Dependent variable:** Coverage percentage achieved under the FULL set of PIT operators.
- **Data points:** Project submissions (Table 6.2)

We used a forward-selection procedure to select a subset of mutation operators out of an initial superset. We fit linear models in each step using the `statsmodels` Python module. The goal is to produce a subset of operators while incurring acceptable losses in effectiveness, which is a form of selective mutation.

Forward selection [26] is a statistical model selection method. Starting with an empty model, (i.e., with no features), we consider features one at a time, checking to see how much each one improves the model. The best-performing feature is added and the procedure is repeated for all remaining features. This process repeats until the model stops improving, or until there are no more features. Forward selection is generally used when the initial number of features is large, and one wishes to select a small subset.

Our features are individual mutation operators. However, each feature carries with it a considerable computational cost. Therefore, forward selection is an appropriate feature selection strategy since it will (theoretically) help reduce the number of operators while maintaining overall effectiveness.
Table 6.5: Forward selection on the entire corpus of submissions, choosing DELETION operators. Highlighted cells contain values from the final model. Other cells contain cumulative values for intermediate models, after adding each operator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Operator Added</th>
<th># Mutants Generated</th>
<th>Adj. $R^2$</th>
<th>Coeff.</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Median % of DELETION</td>
<td>% of FULL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(intercept)</td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>RemoveConditionals</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>36.04%</td>
<td>7.04%</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>AOD</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>49.47%</td>
<td>9.67%</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>NonVoidMethodCalls</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>83.39%</td>
<td>16.30%</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>VoidMethodCalls</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>84.81%</td>
<td>16.57%</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>MemberVariable</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>95.76%</td>
<td>18.72%</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ConstructorCalls</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>19.54%</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We start with no operators, and at each step we add the operator that minimises the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [148]. If two operators perform equally well when added to the model, we select the one with lower cost, i.e., the one that produces fewer mutants. BIC was chosen over $R^2$ since it is better at predicting model performance on future, unseen data. It was chosen over the closely related Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [26] because BIC penalises additional features more heavily than AIC and might result in a simpler model. This benefits our aim of reducing the number of mutation operators. The procedure stops when none of the remaining operators reduce BIC any further.

We used the procedure described above to incrementally choose operators in order of decreasing value-added. Since our goal is to minimise cost, we chose operators from the cheapest known-good subset of mutation operators, the DELETION set. At each step, we add the next best operator that further improves the model according to BIC.\(^6\)

### 6.5.2 Result

A small subset of DELETION operators is responsible for most of the DELETION set’s value, indicating that its cost can be reduced further. Applying this process to the entire corpus of 1389 submissions yielded DELETION operators in the order described in Table 6.5. Highlighted cells indicate estimates, errors, and cost from the final model, and other cells indicate cost and performance from intermediate models considered during

---

\(^6\)We report adjusted $R^2$ for the sake of interpretability.
forward selection. Notice that all the DELETION operators were included in the final model, suggesting that each of them brings some additional explanatory power to the model.

The DELETION operators explained 92% of the variance in mutation coverage achieved under the FULL set (see the highlighted $R^2$ value in Table 6.5), while doing just under 20% of the work. This is in keeping with previous work [49, 54, 56, 162] that found mutation by deletion to be highly effective, and lends further support to our findings regarding RQ2 (§6.4).

Additionally, a small subset of DELETION operators is responsible for most of its effectiveness. Model improvement tended to plateau after the first three operators were selected. The RemoveConditionals and AOD operators alone performed reasonably well at predicting coverage under the FULL set (adj. $R^2 = 0.88$). NonVoidMethodCalls was selected next, bringing with it a slight increase in effectiveness: $R^2$ goes from 0.88 to 0.91. The addition of subsequent operators resulted in moderate successive increases in cost, and the model never improved beyond adj. $R^2 = 0.92$. These diminishing returns suggest that, after a certain point, additional DELETION operators are not worth the cost they incur.

### 6.6 Research Question 4

**RQ4: Are the benefits of different mutation strategies project dependent?**

Recall that our goal is to select a cheaper subset of the DELETION set that provides a good approximation of coverage achieved under the FULL set. The models presented in Table 6.5 are based on the entire corpus of 1389 submissions. Observe that this is a considerably heterogeneous corpus of programs, in terms of both size and complexity (see Table 6.2). We hypothesise that the choice of DELETION operators differs based on the actual programs under test. Specifically, we hypothesise that the larger a program is, the fewer operators it requires to make this approximation. If this is true, then we may be able to avoid doing unnecessary work to evaluate test suites present in larger programming projects (e.g., those found in upper-level CS courses).

#### 6.6.1 Method

**Clustering projects by size.** To test this hypothesis, we split the corpus of submissions based on the number of source lines of code (SLoC). Splitting was performed using Jenks natural breaks optimization [92]. The main idea behind this splitting technique is to 1) maximise the variance between groups, and 2) minimise the variance within groups.

We used goodness of variance fit (GVF) [91] to determine the appropriate number of splits. GVF is a $0 \rightarrow 1$ measure that is directly proportional to between-group variance, and

---

7Can be seen as a variation of K-Means clustering [112] applied to 1-dimensional data.
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inversely proportional to within-group variance. Therefore, we would like to maximise it. To
determine the appropriate number of splits \( k \), we applied the Jenks algorithm for increasing
values of \( k \) from 2 to 7 and plotted the GVF for each splitting. The diminishing improvements
in GVF (Figure 6.3) indicated \( k = 4 \) to be an appropriate number of splits for this dataset.
The four submission groups SG1–SG4 and their intervals are depicted in Figure 6.4.

![Figure 6.3: Goodness of variance fit (GVF) for increasing values of \( k \) using Jenks natural
breaks optimization.](image)

**Incremental subsets.** We incrementally built “\( n \)-operator” subsets of DELETION operators
for increasing values of \( n \). Operators were selected one at a time in the order obtained
through forward selection (Table 6.5), and the resulting subset was evaluated separately
against all groups of submissions using linear regressions.

The running time for each incremental subset was approximated by obtaining a “time-per-
mutant” multiplier \( TPM \) for each submission. This was obtained using the following ratio
(where \( m_{FULL} \) is the number of mutants produced under the FULL set, and \( t_{FULL} \) is the total
running time for the FULL set):

\[
TPM = \frac{t_{FULL}}{m_{FULL}}
\]

Then for a given subset of operators \( S \), its running time \( t_S \) for a submission was approximated
as:

\[
t_S = TPM \times m_S
\]

Normalizing by program size, we obtain a composite measure of running time cost for a given
subset of operators, in seconds-per-KSLoC (Table 6.6).
6.6.2 Result

Mutation adequacy on larger projects can be approximated with fewer mutation operators. Results are summarised in Figure 6.5. Each bar indicates the submission group under test, and each group of bars indicates the incremental subset being evaluated. The y-axis indicates the percentage of variance in \textit{FULL} coverage that can be explained by the specified subset, for the given submission group. The incremental subsets proposed are included in Table 6.3. Median subset running times for each submission group and for the entire corpus are presented in Table 6.6.

\textbf{1-op Subset.} The first subset comprises only the \textit{RemoveConditionals} operator, which removes conditionals by replacing them with boolean literals (\texttt{true} or \texttt{false}).

The 1-op Subset shows poor performance for SG1, the group of small submissions (see the first bar in the first group in Figure 6.5). For the groups in the middle, SG2 and SG3, \textit{RemoveConditionals} is able to explain 88\% and 86\% of the variance in \textit{FULL} coverage, respectively. It is able to explain 90\% of the variance in \textit{FULL} coverage for group SG4 (the group containing the largest submissions).

\textbf{2-op Subset.} This subset contains the 1-op Subset plus the \textit{AOD} operator, with removes arithmetic operators from statements by systematically removing each operand.

This subset does better at predicting \textit{FULL} coverage for all submission groups, with a to-be-expected increase in cost. Two operators—\textit{RemoveConditionals} and \textit{AOD}—are able to explain over 92\% of the variance in \textit{FULL} coverage for groups SG2–SG4. The subset still
Figure 6.5: Effectiveness of incremental subsets used to predict FULL coverage for submission groups.

performs relatively poorly for SG1, with adjusted $R^2 = 0.80$.

**3-op Subset.** This subset contains the 2-op Subset plus the NonVoidMethodCalls operator. It removes calls to non-void methods by replacing their return values with given type’s default value.

The inclusion of NonVoidMethodCalls results in negligible improvements in model performance for all submission groups. The model continues to perform well for groups SG2–SG4 (adj. $R^2 > 0.94$), and it continues to perform poorly for group SG1 (adj. $R^2 = 0.84$). Note that the addition of the NonVoidMethodCalls operator adds nearly 50% to the costs incurred by the previous subset for each submission group (see Table 6.6).

**6-op Subset.** For the sake of brevity, we jump to results for the entire available set of DELETION operators, i.e., containing all 6 deletion operators listed in Table 6.3.

With the entire DELETION set included, models are able to explain a high amount of variance in FULL coverage (94% or higher) for submission groups SG2–SG4. For group SG1, the model is only able to explain 85% of the variance in FULL coverage. For all groups, this represents a small improvement from the 3-op subset.

### 6.7 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the implications of our results.
Table 6.6: Median running times (in seconds) using incremental subsets of operators, for each submission group, and for the entire corpus normalised by program size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Per group</th>
<th>All groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SG1</td>
<td>SG2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FULL</td>
<td>16.11</td>
<td>83.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELETION</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>15.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-op Subset</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-op Subset</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>8.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-op Subset</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>6.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.7.1 Choosing a Subset of Operators

The DELETION set, though cheaper than the FULL and SUFFICIENT sets (Figure 6.2), incurs unproductive cost. Consider the mutation operators chosen through the lens of cost-effectiveness. We have seen in sections 6.5 and 6.6 that DELETION operators’ ability to approximate FULL coverage improves and then tapers off after a few mutation operators have been chosen. Based on the changing $R^2$ values in Table 6.5, one might conclude that the critical point is after the second (AOD) or third (NonVoidMethodCalls) operator is added to the model. However, consider the cost incurred by this third operator. The first two operators chosen—RemoveConditionals and AOD—together account for just under half of all DELETION mutants, and just under 10% of all mutants under the FULL set, but are able to explain 88% of variance in FULL coverage. Including the NonVoidMethodCalls operator increases the total cost of the previous two operators by nearly 50%, (3-op Subset in Table 6.6), but only explains an additional 3% (91%) of the variance, which is a relatively small improvement over the previous subset.

Figure 6.6 is a “zoomed in” version of Figure 6.2, with the FULL and SUFFICIENT sets excluded, and the 1-op and 2-op subsets included. For extremely small losses in accuracy, subsets of the DELETION set are able to bring huge cost savings. Taking cost and accuracy with respect to FULL coverage into account, we conclude that in general the 2-operator subset is the most practical set for fast and effective mutation analysis.

Why does RemoveConditionals perform so effectively by itself? For the groups of larger submissions SG2–SG4, RemoveConditionals alone proved to be tremendously effective at approximating FULL coverage (§6.6). This operator replaces conditionals with Boolean literals, effectively excluding (or ensuring the execution of) all statements controlled by a condition. Mutation analysis using this operator has strong ties to object branch coverage (OBC) [151], one of the strongest forms of code coverage for Java programs. OBC requires students to write tests that exercise every Boolean condition generated in their solution’s compiled bytecode. RemoveConditionals can be seen as a stronger form of this measure,
since it is sensitive to not only the execution of logical branches, but also to the propagation of program state or output from those logical branches to the tests, i.e., through assertions.

Also consider the kinds of programs under test in this study. We included submissions from an upper-level Data Structures & Algorithms (CS3) course, nearly all of which were clustered in submission groups SG2–SG4. These projects require significant control flow components to implement complex behaviors, so it is plausible that focusing on conditions in the control flow logic would imply the most critical aspects of quality testing. We recommend that AATs use the 1-op subset for larger projects (SLoC > 341).

How does one evaluate tests for smaller submissions (group SG1)? In §6.6, notice that the 3-op subset—or indeed, the entire DELETION set—is unable to achieve a good approximation of coverage under the FULL set for smaller submissions. This throws into question whether selective mutation is an effective approach for these projects. In fact, the time to run mutation analysis on these submissions is so low ($\mu = 0.37$ minutes, $\sigma = 0.28$ minutes) that one might consider simply using the FULL set of PIT operators instead of a cheaper approximation.

Submissions in SG1 overwhelmingly belong to early assignments in the CS2 course. They are small and simple codebases that present comparatively fewer opportunities for mutation, even when normalizing by program size. They generate an order of magnitude fewer mutants per KSLoC than projects in SG2–SG4. Submissions in SG1 generate an average of 2772 ($\sigma = 719$) mutants per KSLoC, while submissions in SG2, SG3, and SG4 generate an average of 3896 ($\sigma = 738$), 4076 ($\sigma = 1104$), and 4443 ($\sigma = 1034$) mutants per KSLoC, respectively.
An analysis of variance confirmed that the number of mutants per KSLoC is significantly different for different submission groups. Post-hoc analysis using Tukey’s HSD test showed that the pairwise differences in mutants per KSLoC between groups SG2–SG4 is at least an order of magnitude less than the difference between SG1 and each of the other submission groups ($p < 0.05$ for all pairs). In light of these differences in the effectiveness and cost of mutation testing on our data set, we recommend that AATs use the FULL set of mutation operators for small submissions (SLoC ≤ 341).

It is also worth considering whether mutation testing is an over-engineered test evaluation strategy for programs of such minimal complexity. When cyclomatic complexity is low, infected program state is much more likely to propagate to test output, assuming that the faulty code is executed by the test suite. This assumption is usually satisfied by AAT requirements for complete condition coverage. These facts mitigate much of the threat associated with code coverage measures for small and simple software projects.

### 6.7.2 Operationalising Feedback

**What might feedback based on mutation analysis look like?** Ultimately, the goal of our research is to improve the quality of student-written test suites. Mutation analysis only furthers this goal if the students get feedback about the process in some way. Similar to code coverage, it is easy to generate feedback for students by highlighting the lines of code that contain undetected mutations. Consider the code snippet in Listing 1. The AOD mutation operator was applied to the highlighted line (line 2), changing it to return $i$. The highlight indicates that all tests passed even with the specified mutation in place. In other words, no test behaves differently whether the output is $i$ or $i \times i$. A combination of information—the highlighted line and the exact mutation that was applied—gives the student an explicit strategy for improving the test suite based on the provided feedback, i.e., write a test that makes an assertion about the function’s return value. Similar feedback may be devised for other mutation operators.

**Is this any better than code coverage?** Listing 1 depicts a real function from our corpus of submissions, that achieved complete object-branch coverage but zero mutation coverage. It is a simple probing function that helps determine a record’s position in a hash table. The student’s tests only verified that the size of the hash table increased after each insertion,
but they never verified that records were inserted at the right positions. Code coverage measures were unable to detect this deficiency, since the \texttt{probeSquare} function was executed (“covered”) during the insertion process.

Indeed, this discrepancy was reflected in submissions across our entire corpus. Object branch coverage (a strong form of code coverage) scores tended to cluster close to the 100% mark ($\mu = 0.98, \sigma = 0.03$), while mutation coverage using only the 2-op Subset (\textit{RemoveConditions} and \textit{AOD}) tended to be lower ($\mu = 0.81, \sigma = 0.18$). We observed an insignificant Pearson correlation between the two measures ($r = -0.01, p = 0.58$).

An intuitive explanation for the distributions above is that students naturally try to score highly on the measures for which they are incentivised to do so. Whether idealistically or to maximise incentives, students in our dataset attained near-perfect code coverage scores. Our hope is that this tendency will remain when mutation analysis is used for feedback instead, resulting in test suites with much better guarantees of thoroughness due to its strength as a test adequacy criterion (§6.1.2).

### 6.8 Threats to Validity

**Internal.** We did not exclude equivalent or duplicate mutants from those generated by PIT. In general, equivalent mutants manifest in mutation analysis by artificially driving down the mutation coverage score (since it creates unkillable mutants), and duplicate mutants may manifest by artificially driving up the score (since it means multiple mutants are killed by the same set of tests). The problem of identifying these mutants automatically is undecidable [32], but can be done heuristically by manual inspection of programs. This was infeasible due to the size of our submission corpus, and is impossible to operationalise in an incremental feedback context. The size of our corpus may have helped to mitigate this threat. Additionally, in a study that aims to reduce the cost of mutation analysis in AATs, excluding this inevitable cost could lead to inaccurate results. Where possible, we reduced the occurrence of duplicate mutants such that they could also be omitted when deployed in an AAT (§6.3).

**External.** As with any educational research, the generalizability of our results may be threatened by our sample of students and their submissions. We tried to mitigate this by studying 1389 distinct submissions from 7 programming assignments in 2 CS courses. Submissions between and within assignments were heterogeneous in terms of size and complexity of both source code and test code. Testing the generalizability of these results on open-source or industry projects would be interesting future work.

**Construct.** We studied PIT, a mature mutation testing tool available for Java. As described in §6.2.2, it is currently the most robust, easy-to-use, and practical mutation testing tool for the JVM, making it the most practical choice for fast feedback based on mutation analysis. Nevertheless, we do not use any direct measures of software test quality here, such
6.9 Summary

We have built on the current state of research to devise a cost-effective mutation strategy to produce accurate, incremental, and scalable feedback on the quality of student-written software tests. This approach provides a better assessment of how well software tests check expected behaviours, and can be used to generate feedback for students. We improved upon the most efficient mutation operator set previously proposed in the literature, the DELETION set. For the projects we studied, the RemoveConditionals and AOD operators produced results comparable to the most stringent set of operators at 1/10th the cost, achieving less than half the cost of the best mutation approach proposed so far. Cost savings such as these would go a long way toward being able to apply mutation analysis in practice in auto-graders such as ASSYST or Web-CAT.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Summary of Findings and Conclusions

This dissertation presents methods to quantitatively measure aspects of the software development process as followed by students. The eventual goal is to use these measurements to provide students with formative feedback about their software development habits as they work on projects, though no intervention experiments were conducted as part of this work. In addition, to address challenges with evaluating the strength of student-written software tests, we investigated the utility of mutation analysis as a test adequacy criterion. We addressed its primary limitation: its computational cost.

This dissertation provides a number of contributions to computing education.

7.1.1 Process Metrics

Procrastination. In Chapter 4, I defined the Early/Often Index, which measures the mean number of days before the project deadline when the student tends to write their code. It represents a quantification of procrastination on software projects: a smaller number indicates that work tended to be done closer to the deadline (i.e., procrastination occurred).

To validate the measure, I conducted semi-structured interviews with CS3 students in which we talked about their development habits, loosely following the script in Appendix A. Additionally, I manually inspected snapshot histories that were captured by DevEventTracker. Details of this qualitative validation are presented in §4.3. Results indicated that the measure was generally accurate at characterising when a student tended to work on a given project, showing discriminatory power between early and late work from different students, and early and late work from the same student on different projects.

We found that students tended to work on projects less than 10 days before the deadline on average, even though they were 3–4 weeks to work on each project. Relationships between this metric and project outcomes aligned with experiential and theoretical expectations of the effects of procrastination. When students worked earlier and more often:

- They were more likely to solve the assigned problem (i.e, achieve > 95% correctness)
- They were more likely to finish their projects earlier and on time
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• They did not spend any more or less time on projects

Additionally, we considered the edit median time (calculated just like the Early/Often Index, but as a median instead of mean). We found that when students had earlier test edit median times (i.e., when they finished half of their testing earlier in the project lifecycle), they tended to spend more time on their projects. This relationship was not present for the test edit mean time. It is possible that when students did the bulk of their testing earlier, they were more comfortable trying different approaches to the problem, or they had to re-design solutions based on clarifications that were made available later in the project lifecycle.

Analyses were conducted using a within-subjects repeated measures design, meaning that inferences were made by comparing the work of the same students on different projects with each other. This helps us avoid making inferences based on traits or factors that are inherent to individual students. Therefore, while our findings are not strictly causal, but we are confident acting upon them to design interventions (proposed in §7.2).

Writing and running software. Also in Chapter 4, I described metrics to measure the amount of time that passed between writing the project and executing it. This can be measured with varying combinations of solution code or test code and normal executions and test executions. A smaller result would indicate that, on average, less time passes between when the student writes code and when they execute code (i.e., they engage in more incremental “self-checking” behaviours).

Similar to the Early/Often Index, these metrics were considered generally accurate after interviews with students and manual inspection of Git snapshots. We were unsurprised to find that students launch their programs very often, with an average of 1.37 hours passing between code edits and executions. However, we were surprised to find that the overwhelming majority of launches were test launches as opposed to normal program launches (solution \( \mu = 55.66 \) and test \( \mu = 229.23 \)). In any case, we did not find any relationships between students’ program or test launching practices and any project outcomes.

Incremental test writing. In Chapter 5, I presented metrics to measure the degree to which students engaged with software testing during the project lifecycle. In particular, I measured the balance and sequence of effort devoted to writing solution code and test code.

We defined a measure of testing effort: the proportion of code writing effort that was devoted to writing test code. This was then calculated and aggregated (as a median) across multiple axes: work sessions devoted to the project, individual methods in the project, and both. Additionally, we measured the amount of testing effort devoted to a given method before and after the method was completed, i.e., modified for the last time.

We found that, on average, around 20% of code writing effort in individual work sessions was devoted to writing test code. This might be indicative of students’ disinclination to practise testing that other researchers have reported. In terms of individual methods, after filtering out getters, setters, and printing methods, we found that students were likely to directly invoke no more than 60% of their projects’ methods in their test suites. Finally, we observed
that students were more likely to practice incremental test-last development than they were to practice test-first development: in 85% of projects, students put in less than half of their testing effort before the code under test had been finalised.

We measured the metrics’ relationships with two project outcomes: correctness, as measured by an oracle of instructor-written test cases, and test suite strength, as measured by condition coverage. We found that students were likely to produce higher quality software and tests when they devoted a higher proportion of their coding effort to testing during each work session in which they worked on their projects. Whether this testing occurred before or after the solution code under test was written was irrelevant to project correctness. This indicates that the incremental nature of testing was more important than whether the student practised TDD or ITL.

Additionally, students were likely to produce test suites with higher condition coverage when they:

- Conducted more testing after the code under test had been completed
- Devoted more testing effort to individual solution methods

The primary contribution of this work is that we are able to identify these behaviours with lead time before project deadlines. For example, at or before the halfway point of a project timeline, one could use metrics from §5.2 to determine the extent to which students are engaging with incremental testing. This would help set the stage for interventions or feedback mechanisms that could encourage effective software development habits and discourage ineffective ones.

### 7.1.2 Mutation Analysis

In addition to measuring incremental test writing process, it is important to appropriately assess test quality. We discussed the fact that previous options for measuring test adequacy suffer from a number of limitations, and that a more robust solution is required. To this end, we examined the feasibility of using mutation analysis as an automated assessment mechanism for evaluating student-written software tests. Experiments were conducted on a server setup that is similar to that of the Virginia Tech Web-CAT server, which serves many thousands of users. Upon finding that current approaches to mutation analysis were too expensive for the autograding context, we devised and evaluated new ones. Analyses and results are presented in Chapter 6.

We investigated the feasibility of using mutation analysis “as is” for feedback on CS2 and CS3 software projects. Comprehensive mutation took a median of approximately 30 seconds to run for CS2 projects, and 5 minutes to run for CS3 projects. These running times are too slow for providing incremental feedback and might result in community-wide slowdowns for the 20–30 institutions that use the Virginia Tech Web-CAT servers. We also found that mutation by deletion—which Shams found to be more cost-effective [151]—was infeasible for
automated feedback, particularly for CS3 projects.

To evaluate less expensive subsets of mutation operators, we used linear models to measure the percentage of variance in comprehensive mutation coverage that was explained by a smaller subset of mutation operators. We confirmed that mutation by deletion is effective at approximating test adequacy: it 92% of the variance in comprehensive mutation coverage.

Reducing the cost mutation by deletion further, we found that a single mutation operator—replacing conditional statements with \texttt{true} and \texttt{false}—was tremendously effective at measuring test adequacy in larger projects. It explained approximately 90% of the variance and incurred only 8% of the cost, taking a median of 20.83 seconds to run for the largest codebases in our corpus (\(\geq 1097\) KSLoC). For smaller projects, an additional mutation operator—deleting arithmetic expressions—is required to make this approximation. This subset of two operators explained > 90% of the variance for all but the smallest codebases (\(\leq 341\) KSLoC). For small codebases (like those submitted to early assignments in CS2), comprehensive mutation analysis is a feasible assessment mechanism, taking a median of only 16.11 seconds for these projects.

\section{Future Work}

\subsection{Development Process Interventions}

How can we use our metrics to change student development behaviours? In §4.6, I discussed a prototypical predictive model that achieved some accuracy at classifying projects as “solved” a project or not, based on their solution edit mean times and their test edit median times. A model like this might be used to aid in early identification of students who are following suboptimal development practices like procrastination or sporadic testing, thereby enabling formative assessments. In this section I discuss possible uses of the metrics described in Chapters 4 and 5 to power such interventions.

Ideally, we would like to support interventions \textit{in real time}, i.e., while students are still working on projects. However, a challenge is that the Early/Often Index—as a measure of central tendency—is “backwards facing” (see §4.2.1). The mean or median of a student’s distribution of work days can only be calculated (or approximated to a reasonable degree of accuracy) when all or most of the work has already been done. Unfortunately, this would mean that the student will already have faced the consequences of procrastinating on the project, which is precisely what we would like to avoid.

However, it should be possible to approximate a projection of a student’s \textit{future} work plans, based on the work of thousands of students from previous semesters on similar projects. Given the work done by a student \textit{so far}, one might use time series forecasting methods to project what the rest of the student’s work distribution will look like. In theory, we
could obtain a distribution of work days that is part real data and part projected data, with the proportion that is real data increasing in size as time passes. This distribution can then be used to make increasingly accurate approximations of the mean edit time (i.e., the Early/Often Index). Since successful (solved) project solutions have mean edit times more than a week ahead of deadlines, it should be possible to predict performance with some degree of accuracy with some degree of lead time before the deadline.

The measurements of test writing described in §5.2 are readily amenable to incremental feedback. The PSB metric measures the testing effort being applied during each work session. Unlike the solution edit mean or median time, PSB begins to provide useful insights much earlier in the project lifecycle. For example, during the first or second week, we can tell how much testing effort the student is applying per work session, on average. This is information that can be acted on to provide formative feedback.

There are many potential interventions that could be driven by early identification of ineffective development practices.

**Project grade.** A portion of the project grade is already allocated based on properties other than correctness, such as the percentage of code covered by students’ own tests, and the quality of the comments and program style. A natural step is to base a portion of the grade on an assessment of incremental development and time management practices. A grade-based intervention could work under Web-CAT’s model of multiple submissions, by encouraging students to respond to rewards or penalties based on their development practice between intermediate submissions. It is unclear how this might affect development behaviours. There is research that shows that students performed better on project correctness when they were graded on the strength of their test suites [58]. However, students have also been shown to maximise incentives (i.e., points) by driving up their testing “scores” without actually improving the strength of their test suites [1, 153]. Would such interventions cause students to improve their software development behaviours? Or would it incentivise them to find ways to maximise scores without substantively changing behaviours?

**A learning dashboard or a leader-board.** Perhaps the solution need not be grade-based at all. Instead, it may be fruitful to encourage students to reflect on their behaviours over the course of a project, perhaps in comparison with their peers. Graphs showing the progression of solution code and test code over time (e.g., Figures 4.7–4.9) be automatically generated for each student, providing visual feedback on their programming process. One might also consider a leader-board that relates the individual’s performance to that of the rest of the class. Making students aware of their standing in the class could provide more incentive for self-improvement than simply informing them of their own programming practices.

**Adaptive emails.** Previous work has discussed the effects of interventions with adaptive feedback on students’ procrastination behaviours and project performance [120]. Students were sent emails with feedback generated from data about their last submitted work, and the effects were positive when compared to a control group. Our suite of metrics could be applied in a similar fashion. The feedback generated from data made available by DevEventTracker
could be far more adaptive than that reported in [120].

**Visual cues in the IDE.** We have considered creating an Eclipse plugin that provides students with visual cues about their development process *in situ*. Bandura reports that self-regulatory behaviours are malleable by visual, verbal, and aural cues [10]. In a study conducted by Buffardi & Edwards, students reported that they found the red–green bars indicating the thoroughness of their testing to be the most important points of feedback (about testing) provided in the Web-CAT interface [34]. Using the metrics described in Chapters 4 and 5, we could provide more detailed, real-time feedback in students’ IDEs themselves. For example, an unobtrusive widget in the IDE’s toolbar might transition along a red–green gradient, indicating the balance of the student’s testing and implementation effort during the current work session. It is important for an intervention like this to maintain a balance between unobtrusiveness and noticeability to the student.

**Project milestones.** Steel’s meta-analysis [161] suggested that procrastination occurs when a task presents many junctures of choice [156] and when a person feels low self-efficacy about their ability to complete a task [10]. As a preliminary response to high rates of late or incomplete submissions, the CS3 course at Virginia Tech instituted *project milestones*—increments of project requirements that were due before the final deadline—that appeared to reduce rates of late submission and improve overall project performance. It is possible that this intervention succeeded because it counteracted the two procrastination correlates described above. The data analysed in Chapters 4 and 5 were not collected during semesters in which milestones were instituted. Future work will need to quantitatively evaluate the impact of project milestones, perhaps by examining its effect on, say, the Early/Often Index.

**Other considerations.** It is possible for the approaches described above to have negative effects on student performance, self-efficacy, or motivation. For example, if the student starts testing late in their project lifecycle, it might be difficult for them to counteract the low score they garnered from early work sessions. Should we still penalise bad practices from earlier in the lifecycle if the student is now engaging in better practices? Moving up a leader-board might supplant learning or project performance as the student’s goal, potentially leading them to optimise for incentives rather than substantively changing their development habits. Alternatively, a student who is sufficiently behind may feel like no action they take is good enough to move them up the leader-board, leading to feelings of inadequacy or a lack of self-efficacy. We need to be cognizant of these potential side effects while deploying interventions.

### 7.2.2 Mutation Analysis

**Feedback based on mutation analysis.** In Chapter 6, we devised and evaluated a scalable approach to deploying mutation analysis in an AAT like Web-CAT. We are considering deploying feedback based on our results at Virginia Tech, starting with the CS3 course. In §6.7.2, I described a possible presentation of feedback based on mutation analysis. The
feedback mode is quite similar to that of code coverage, except it focuses on undetected defects instead of unexecuted statements or conditions (see Listing 1). Before deploying this feedback, it is important to evaluate the pedagogical effectiveness of mutation analysis. As a preliminary step, we held 9 interviews with CS3 students, who indicated that they found feedback based on mutation analysis to be useful and actionable. We conducted 2-op mutation analysis (using \texttt{RemoveConditionals} and \texttt{AOD}) on their project submissions, and showed them instances of live mutants in their otherwise “covered” code. They were able to identify specific test cases that would have killed the mutants we showed them.

**Evaluating the pedagogical value of mutants and mutators.** Further work is needed to determine the degree to which mutation feedback is useful to CS students, and the factors that affect this usefulness. I define \textit{useful} mutation feedback to mean feedback that guides the student to make targeted improvements to their test adequacy based on live mutants. How does the number of mutation operators used or mutants generated affect the student’s ability to improve their testing? It is possible that too many reported live mutants could overwhelm students into thinking that sufficient testing is a mammoth task that they are not equipped to undertake. Are some mutation operators more useful than others? It is possible, for example, that students will more easily respond to feedback based on \texttt{RemoveConditionals}, since it has more direct ties to code condition coverage measures, with which they are familiar. We could borrow from program comprehension research to aid in answering this question.

**Mutant selection based on program type.** Another promising avenue for future work is in static determination of appropriate mutation operators for a given program. One might analyse programs to determine various characteristics (cyclomatic complexity, use of looping constructs, or others) that might impact mutation analysis. From those characteristics, it might be possible to derive a context-specific subset of practical mutation operators. While the space for such program characteristics may be intractably large for industry-grade codebases, it might be manageable for student projects. The question is then whether we can identify clusters of program types for which different subsets of operators perform better.

**Closing the loop between Chapters 4–6.** In Chapters 4 and 5, we used \textit{project correctness} as an outcome variable measured by an oracle of tests written by course staff. But who tests the tests themselves? Future work should involve strengthening our oracles using mutation analysis to ensure that our measurement of correctness is itself correct and complete. Similarly, in Chapter 5 we used \textit{test suite quality} as an outcome variable, measured by condition coverage. It would be interesting to augment the analysis by examining the relationships between incremental testing practices and the different mutation analysis approaches described in Table 6.3.

### 7.2.3 Long-Term Research Plans

**Instructional improvements.** We know the following about procrastination and students’ test writing habits:
7.3 Final Remarks

1. People procrastinate on tasks that they perceive to provide little value ([161])
2. Students often do not see the value in software testing ([11, 35])
3. Students are not practising regular software testing (see Chapter 5 in this dissertation)

These three findings together provide a fairly clear path forward: design instruction that makes clear to students the value of software testing. For example, a software engineering or software testing course might involve discussions of high-profile software failures and how they might have been avoided by testing methodologies [5].

Additionally, we should be designing software assignments that more closely mimic real-world software development, where the value of testing is more apparent. In §5.5, we discussed the fact that students’ incremental test writing practices explained a significant but ultimately small proportion of variance in eventual project outcomes. My conjecture is that students are able to “test” their programs using the readily available instructor-created oracle (i.e., Web-CAT), and therefore do not see value in conducting their own systematic testing. Preliminary interviews held with students during the Fall semester of 2019 have mostly confirmed this. Removing or reducing the ability to rely on such an oracle may be a good first step. Irwin & Edwards have made some progress toward this goal by using gamification methods to throttle the frequency with which students can make submissions to Web-CAT [86].

Longitudinal studies. Once interventions, feedback mechanisms, or instructional improvements have been deployed, it would be interesting to conduct longitudinal studies to investigate subjects’ efficacy in their first engineering jobs. This would give us a real measure of the impact we are having at mitigating the difficulties we discussed at the beginning of this dissertation.

Good development process for end-user software developers. The development of software—historically the sole purview of trained software professionals—is increasingly being carried out in a professional capacity by people with varying intents and motivations [128]. There are far more end-user programmers today than professional software developers [38]. For example, data analysts often maintain computational notebooks or spreadsheets to help make sense of data. Information visualization specialists might follow more exploratory or reactive development cycles than typical software engineers. Ko et al. have done important work identifying the barriers faced by end-user programmers in today’s tools and technologies [105]. What does effective programming process look like for people in these roles? How is this similar to or different from “traditional” software engineering best practices? How can we design instruction for students preparing for these roles, keeping in mind their motivations and intents for practising computing?

7.3 Final Remarks

Software development is a skill. Like any skill, it requires practice and feedback in order to develop. In this dissertation, I have contributed methods to empirically characterise
software development habits as effective or ineffective in real time, i.e., as students work toward project completion. In doing this, I have set the stage for instructors to provide formative feedback on various aspects of the software development process. The primary hypothesis that remains to be tested is that this kind of feedback will enable students to achieve improved project outcomes (e.g., higher project quality, reduced likelihood of incomplete or abandoned submissions, and reduced rates of late submissions).

Findings from this research are also relevant to software engineering researchers and practitioners. The intermediate-to-advanced undergraduates that were studied are only a year away from entering the professional workforce, and the research methods used (developer interviews, IDE log analysis, and software repository mining) were borrowed from the software engineering research community. Professional engineers often follow project-based workflows with deadlines, deliverables, and demands on their time that are not unlike the ones that students grapple with in university.
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Appendices
Appendix A

Research Materials

This appendix contains the materials used for qualitative interviews with students, held during Fall semester of Fall 2016. The following materials are included:

- The consent form given to students on the first day of class in the Spring and Fall 2016 semesters.
- The script followed by the interviewers (both co-authors on [98]) during the interviews described in §4.3.1.
Title of Project:
Classroom Interventions to Reduce Procrastination, and Assessing and Expanding the Impact of OpenDSA

Investigator(s):
Dr. Clifford Shaffer, Dr. Stephen Edwards, and Dr. T. Simin Hall

I. Purpose of this Research/Project
This project investigates several classroom interventions that are intended to help students taking Computer Science courses, including CS2114 and CS3114. OpenDSA is an eTextbook system intended to improve learning of course content including proficiency with a range of data structures and algorithms, and to understand algorithm analysis. OpenDSA’s goal is to improve student performance on exams and similar learning outcomes measures. Other interventions attempt to address deficiencies in project management skills and procrastination on programming assignments. The overall goal for this research is to come up with strategies that measurably increase student performance on programming projects, but that can be implemented without excessive manpower costs on course staff.

II. Procedures
This study relies on examining student work and student outcomes in CS 3114 at the level of user interactions with course software, surveys, exam scores, etc. This includes user interactions in OpenDSA, and for programming projects it includes file editing activity, program execution, assignment scores, test results, cumulative scores, and final grades. Normally, this information is regularly collected as part of these courses, both from your software development environment as you work, and on the electronic grading system to which you submit your work for grading. As a result, there is nothing extra you have to do to participate. This consent form is simply your way of giving us permission to use your coursework and scores in the research project.

III. Risks
Participation in this research will not place you at more than minimal risk of physical or psychological harm.

IV. Benefits
We expect that this research will lead to improvements in CS education. These improvements are expected to include better strategies related to project management and learning content, so that students can achieve their full potential on their coursework. Study participants, including you, may directly benefit from the ongoing improvements to the courses that are the subject of investigation.
V. Extent of Anonymity and Confidentiality
The data we collect as part of this project will be kept strictly confidential. The data collected will not be anonymous, since we wish to examine relationships between scores throughout the course and when students start and stop working on assignments. However, all data will have your name removed and only a subject number will identify you during analyses and any written or oral reports of the results. Any personally identifiable information will be stored securely, where only the investigators can access it.

The investigators will use the collected data in publications, and they may make such data available to other researchers outside the project who are investigating the learning of programming. In no case will personally identifiable information be divulged to any party outside the project team.

VI. Compensation
No compensation will be provided to participants. Your choice to participate will have no effect on your course grade.

VII. Freedom to Withdraw
You are free to withdraw from this study at any time, for any reason, and without penalty.

VIII. Approval of Research
This research has been approved, as required, by the Institutional Review Board for projects involving human subjects at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, and by the Department of Computer Science.

IX. Subject's Responsibilities
I voluntarily agree to participate in this study, and am not a minor (am not under 18).
X. Subject's Permission
I have read the Consent Form and conditions of this project. I have had all my questions answered. I hereby acknowledge the above and give my voluntary consent for participation in this project. If I participate, I may withdraw at any time without penalty.

__________________________________________________________________________

Subject Signature                                                  Date

__________________________________________________________________________

Name (Please Print)

XI. Demographic Information
A) Gender:             Male                        Female

B) Ethnicity
1. Hispanic
2. White
3. African-American
4. Asian
5. Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
6. American Indian or Alaska Native
7. Other

C) I am a first generation college student:   1. Yes   2. No

Should I have any questions about this research or its conduct, I may contact:

Dr. Clifford Shaffer             Email: shaffer@vt.edu
Investigator                     Phone: 540-231-4354

Dr. Stephen Edwards             Email: s.edwards@vt.edu
Investigator                     Phone: 540-231-5723

Dr. T. Simin Hall               Email: thall57@vt.edu
Investigator

David M. Moore                  Email: moored@vt.edu
Chair, IRB                       Phone: 540-231-4991
Programming Project Interview Script

Welcome

The interviewers introduce themselves.

Purpose

We are conducting an educational research project on programming project management skills.

This interview provides a way for us to learn what students actually do when they develop a programming project for a class such as CS3114. You were invited because you've experienced these projects first-hand in class, and we value your experience.

Participation in this interview is purely voluntary—you will not receive any course credit, and your comments will not affect any course grade in any way.

While we hold our discussion, I’ll take notes on the comments that are made. However, I will not use any names or write down any personally identifying information for any one of you, so everything is kept anonymous.

Please read this consent form completely and decide if you wish to participate. If you agree to participate, you’re giving us permission to use the comments made here as part of our research. Remember that the information will always be anonymous.

If you don’t wish to participate, that is no problem—you are free to leave for any reason you choose, at any time. Also, if you are a minor, we cannot include you in our research, so please decline to participate now.

[Give time to read/sign consent forms, or for participants to elect to leave.]

Questions

1. How did you do on your first project from CS3114?
   • Did you find it to be hard? If so, why?
   • About how much time did you spend on Project 1?
   • Did you think that the difficulty of Project 1 was appropriate for this course?
   • Did you learn much from doing the project?
2. Describe to me how you went about doing the project. Please explain the
design-implement-test strategy that you used. That is, tell us about things like how much you designed before you wrote code, how much code you typically wrote before you did testing and debugging. [If this is not clear in the response, ask again explicitly: How much code did you typically write before you did testing and debugging for that code?]

3. For Project 1, how many "Parts" did you break the project into, where a "part" means that you completed testing and debugging it before implementing any more code.

4. What is your primary method of doing debugging?

5. What do you think of using JUnit testing? How do you use it? Would you use it if it were not required?

6. Please explain how you developed JUnit test cases in relationship to the rest of your work. Did you write test cases along with the code? Did you do it after the code but as an integrated part of your testing strategy? Or did you write the JUnit tests only afterward so as to satisfy Web-CAT's requirements?

7. How helpful do you find the requirement to have good code coverage from your JUnit tests?

8. Generally speaking, there are two extremes to program development. One is to write all of the program, and then test and debug it. The other is "incremental development", where you write just the smallest possible working functionality, and then test and debug it before adding more functionality. To what extent do you write everything and then test/debug, versus do incremental development?

9. Did you have a partner on this project?
   - If so, describe how you worked together. Did you do things together, or did different tasks get done by each of you?
   - How did having a partner go?

10. [Aside from your partner if you had one] Who did you talk to about the project?
    - Did you discuss it with classmates? If so, how much/how often? How important was that?
    - Did you go to see the TAs or Professors? If so, how much/how often? How important was that?

11. [At this point, interviewers will share the report produced by the model software with the interviewee.] We have written a program that analyzes the edit logs from your project, and then gives scores regarding how well it thinks that you followed an incremental development process. What we are really trying to do today is determine how well the software is able to estimate your use of incremental development. [Interviewers explain the report results for the interviewee.] How well do you feel that this report accurately reflects your use of incremental development for this project?

12. Of all the points that have been made during our discussion, which do you think is most important?

13. Have we missed anything?
Thank you for participating!